White Wolf Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Agency
Regular Board Meeting of the Board of Directors
Agenda
October 1, 2019 at 1:00 p.m.
Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District Headquarters
12109 Highway 166, Mettler, CA 93313
1. Call to order
2. Recognition of Guests
3. Approval of Minutes of the Regular Board Meeting of June 4, 2019
4. Report by Board Secretary (Angelica)
a. Financial Accounting
5. Updates on Actions Discussed or Authorized on June 4, 2019 (EKI)
a. Update on Groundwater Modeling Coordination
b. Proposition 68 SGM Grant Application
6. Adopt Resolution to File Prop 68 SGM Grant Application
7. Discuss and consider approval of remaining EKI Task Order tasks
8. Correspondence
9. Public Comment
At this time, the public may address the Board on any item not appearing on the agenda that is within the
subject matter jurisdiction of the Board. Comments will be limited to three minutes.
10. Consider and provide direction on future agenda items
11. Adjourn

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need disability-related modifications or
accommodations, including auxiliary aids or services, please call Angelica Martin (661) 663-4262.
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White Wolf Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Agency
Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District Headquarters
12109 Highway 166, Mettler, CA 93313
MINUTESOF THE REGULAR BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Date of Meeting: Tuesday, June 4, 2019
Place of Meeting: Conference Room, Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District, 12109
Highway 166, Mettler, CA 93313
Meeting Commenced at 1:02 p.m.
DIRECTORS PRESENT: Allen Lyda, Patty Poire, Jeff Mettler, Jon Reiter, Tito Martinez, Jeff
Giumarra.
ALTERNATES: None
DIRECTORS ABSENT: None
PUBLIC AND STAFF: See attendee list attached.
On motion by Director Poire, seconded by Director Giumarra, the draft minutes of the Regular Board
meeting of March 5, 2019 were approved unanimously.
Christina Lucero from EKI provided an update of the Proposition 1 Grant financials. She explained that
the first invoice had already been submitted to the Department of Water Resources and reimbursement
was expected to be received soon. The Directors wanted to make sure no money was “left on the table”.
Mrs. Lucero assured that was not likely to happen. Director Poire asked if a column could be added to
the financial report spreadsheet specifying if the Districts had paid their share of costs.
Alan Christensen, representing Kern County arrived. He was asked if the County intended to withdraw
from the White Wolf GSA, he answered that not as far as he was aware. The County was very pleased
with the JPA and the indemnity coverage it provided for them.

Anona Dutton gave an update on the development of the C2VSim model. There are still
discrepancies in the information between that model and the analytical model which could be caused
by inconsistency in the subbasins boundary delineation used by DWR for its model and the actual
subbasin boundary established after the boundary modification hence the difference in acreage and
model results. The Board agreed to wait until January 2020, when the C2VSim model is expected to
be calibrated and then bring back to the WW GSA Board for discussion.
Mrs. Dutton gave an update on Proposition 68 Grant application. She explained that based on the
memo included in the Board Packet, preparing and submitting the application would have a fiscal
impact of approximately $20,000 dollars but reminded the Directors of the benefits of applying and
having additional funding for monitoring of Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems (GDEs) and being
able to fill data gaps through various monitoring options (wells, equipment, etc.), as well as any
activity associated with the development and implementation of the Groundwater Sustainability Plan
(GSP). After a brief discussion Director Reiter motioned to continue to track Proposition 68 SGWP
Grant Proposal Solicitation Package (PSP) release, and authorize EKI Environmental Water, Inc.
(EKI) to prepare a grant application once available, under the direction of the Ad-hoc technical
committee and not to exceed the amount mentioned in the memo, Director Mettler second, and the
Board unanimously approved.

There was one public comment from Elizabeth Perez, with the Wind Wolves Preserve. She wanted
to know what to expect since they are in an undistricted area within the subbasin. The response was
that in their case they are covered by the County and will have the opportunity to comment when the
GSP goes out for public comment. It was also agreed that they can share GDE data with EKI.
President Martinez adjourned the meeting at 2:03 p.m.

Angelica Martin, Secretary, White Wolf Subbasin GSA

Approved by: White Wolf Subbasin GSA Board of Directors

Dated: October 1, 2019
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Table 1
Updated Accounting of GSP Development Efforts in the White Wolf Basin through 2019 Quarter 2 (1)
Tejon-Castac Water District

Reconciliation Period

Technical
Consultant Cost

TCWD (4)

AEWSD

WRMWSD

Grant
Reimbursable
Amount
DWR

Grant Cost Share Amount (2)

Not Grant Reimbursable Amount (3)
TCWD

AEWSD

WRMWSD

1 January 2015 to 30 June 2017

$156,790

$53,474

$48,710

$49,014

$0

$5,016

$576

$0

1 July 2017 to 20 April 2018

$118,979

$25,149

$6,402

$53,350

$0

$31,915

$260

$1,903

2nd Quarter 2018

$65,016

$43,095

$10,867

$10,867

$0

$62

$62

$62

3rd Quarter 2018

$128,749

$85,266

$21,317

$21,317

$0

$849

4th Quarter 2018

$114,297

$59,992

$19,044

$19,044

$16,184

$32

1st Quarter 2019

$32,745

-$88,812

$71,826

$24,574

$24,828

-$24,185

$12,790

$11,723

2nd Quarter 2019

$23,657

$11,777

$0

$0

$9,494

$2,385

$640,232

$189,943

$178,166

$178,166

$50,507

$16,074

$13,688

$13,688

$3,925

$3,926

$50,507

$795

$795

$182,092

$182,092

-

$14,483

$14,483

Total Technical Consultant Cost
Amount Owed to TCWD
Total Cost Share after Reconciliation

Abbreviations:
AEWSD = Arvin-Edison Water Storage District
DWR = California Department of Water Resources
GSP = Groundwater Sustainability Plan

$182,092

$14,483

SGMA = Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
TCWD = Tejon-Castac Water District
WRMWSD = Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District

Notes:
(1) Fees incurred between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2019
(2) Excludes Grant Reimbursable amount to be paid by DWR. TCWD has paid the Grant Reimbursable costs and will be reimbursed by DWR directly.
(3) Billed travel expenses, 4% communication fee, Proposition 1 Grant application preparation costs, and Proposition 68 Grant application preparation costs are not
eligible for grant reimbursement nor cost share. AEWSD, TCWD, and WRMWSD participate in voluntary cost share for Not Grant Reimbursable costs.
(4) TCWD costs incurred minus costs paid by AEWSD and WRMWSD after reconciliation.
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White Wolf Groundwater
Sustainability Agency

Arvin-Edison Water Storage District
Tejon-Castac Water District
Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District
Kern County

AGENDA MEMORANDUM

Date:

26 September 2019

To:

Board of Directors, White Wolf Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA)

From: Angelica Martin, Secretary, White Wolf GSA
Item:

5b. Proposition 68 Sustainable Groundwater Management (SGM) Planning Grant Application

SUMMARY
Recommendation:

(1) Adopt Resolution 2019-01 authorizing filing of the application for Proposition
68 Grant for Groundwater Sustainability Plan Development Activities, with TejonCastac Water District (TCWD) designated to enter into an agreement with the
California Department of Water Resources (DWR) on behalf of the GSA
(2) Obtain letters of support from Basin stakeholders

Fiscal Impact:

(1) If Grant is fully funded, GSA cost share: $171,000 ($57,000 per District)
(2) Non-grant reimbursable costs: $12,750 ($4,250 per District)

BACKGROUND
On 4 June 2019, the White Wolf GSA Board of Directors authorized EKI Environment and Water, Inc. (EKI)
to prepare a Proposition 68 SGM Grant application on behalf of the White Wolf GSA. DWR released the
final Planning Grants Proposal Solicitation Package (PSP) - Round 3 and associated Guidelines on 9
September 2019 and the associated solicitation period began; the solicitation period is now open and all
applications must be submitted to DWR using their GRanTS web service by 1 November 2019 at 1 pm.
Under Proposition 68, $46.25 million is available and an additional $1 million is available under Proposition
1 to be awarded to projects in medium and high priority basins. Cost share requirement is 25% for awards
under Proposition 68. The PSP specifies that the new maximum funding per basin is $2 million. For
applicants with previous awards through Proposition 1 (Round 2), the maximum application amount
during Round 3 is the difference between $2 million and previously awarded amount. The Round 3 PSP
covers planning projects, such as development of Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSPs).
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Application submittals are similar to the previous round, now with a page limit on the combined Project
Justification and Work Plan attachment of no more than 25 pages, exclusive of supporting figures, tables
and other materials. Additionally, the Work Plan, Budget, and Schedule components must use DWR
provided templates. DWR highly recommends if both GSP development tasks and construction (i.e., well
installation) tasks are included, the Project be split into a Component – Category – Task structure whereby
GSP development tasks and well construction tasks are in individual Components.
Details and requirements that are new to Round 3 include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

25% cost-share requirement (reduction from the 50% cost-share requirement under the
Proposition 1 Grant)
Project justification that the tasks and associated funding are new tasks from those undertaken
under the Proposition 1 (Round 2) Grant;
Details on how the GSP will be completed irrespective of additional funding from Round 3;
Demonstrate the GSA’s prior qualifications with both grant management and large planning
documents;
Outline the qualifications the GSA is looking for in a technical consultant and the technical needs
of the project; and
Provide measurable, quantifiable, and meaningful benefits to disadvantaged communities (DACs).

Travel and per diem costs are neither eligible for grant reimbursement nor cost share. Therefore, the GSA
would be required to cover these costs in full.
DISCUSSION
The White Wolf Subbasin (WWB) was awarded $557,998 under the 2017 Proposition 1 SGWP Grant to
support GSP preparation, and therefore is eligible to apply for a maximum amount of $1,442,002. GSP
development is currently underway, and multiple data gaps and/or additional analyses have been
identified as crucial for the development of a complete GSP based on guidance recently developed by
DWR and others (e.g., The Nature Conservancy [TNC]). The objectives of this grant request are to provide
direct support to the development of the GSP by proactively addressing the Basin’s currently identified
data gaps for a more comprehensive understanding and monitoring of groundwater dependent
ecosystems (GDEs), development of a basin-specific numerical groundwater flow model, and an improved
monitoring network that meets DWR’s requirements. All of the following are new tasks that were not
anticipated in the original GSP scope and budget (and Prop 1 grant application), nor could they have been
based on the information available at the time. It is only through intensive data gathering, analysis, and
coordination that these issues have been identified and the GSA seeks to proactively address them in the
2022 GSP.
1. GDEs verification. Several areas of potential GDEs in the WWB have been preliminarily identified
and further assessment is needed to understand how these areas and ecosystems do or do not
interact with the local groundwater system. Additionally, TNC recently released a GDE Pulse tool
and additional Guidelines “Identifying GDEs Under SGMA Best Practices for using the NC Dataset”
in June and July 2019, respectively, which provide information to support detailed temporal
analyses. The above guidance and tools were not available during original GSP scoping and this
more detailed work effort could not have been anticipated at that time. Furthermore, TNC Best
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Practice #2 details that examining depth to groundwater at a single point in time defined as
current groundwater conditions, as required under SGMA (CCR §354.16(g)), is insufficient as
variability due to seasonal and annual climate fluctuations are not considered. Work efforts would
include: (1) an aerial image and field verification study conducted by a qualified biologist, and (2)
temporal analysis using TNC’s GDE Pulse tool. The results of this analysis would be used to identify
or eliminate GDEs and be included as an appendix to the GSP.
2. GDEs Monitoring. GDEs verified from the field mapping exercise described above may require
adjacent shallow depth-to-groundwater monitoring. Development of a GDE-specific monitoring
network was not anticipated or funded as part of Round 2. The grant request therefore includes
a task to install up to three shallow and/or clustered monitoring wells and water level
instrumentation to determine the connectivity of the verified GDEs to the Principal Aquifer. Wells
would be installed and developed by a licensed C-57 well driller, and it is assumed the GSA would
coordinate access, as needed, to the well site(s).
3. Basin-Specific Groundwater Model Development. As specified in the GSA’s Proposition 1 Grant
(Round 2) Work Plan, “the White Wolf GSA intends to participate in the Kern Subbasin shared
modeling effort which will use the C2VSim Fine Grid Model, assuming that upon release of that
model by DWR and review by the White Wolf GSA it is determined to be reasonably representative
of conditions in the White Wolf Subbasin.” However, as documented in GSA correspondence to
DWR, Todd Groundwater, and the Kern Groundwater Authority, the current version of the
C2VSIM-FG model developed for the WWB by Todd Groundwater as part of its work for the Kern
County Subbasin (“C2VSimFG-Kern”) is not calibrated, and does not provide an accurate depiction
of conditions in the WWB. Furthermore, C2VSimFG-Kern projected future scenarios do not
include any Projects and Management Actions within WWB, nor does it adequately represent
future land use conditions, such as integrating the proposed Grapevine Development. Additional
modeling work is therefore needed to support groundwater planning and management in the
WWB. This modeling work could either take the form of: (1) making refinements to the existing
C2VSimFG model, or (2) development of an alternative model specifically for the WWB.
4. Through work with the Ad-hoc technical committee, EKI determined that development of a Basinspecific groundwater flow model would be more advantageous to the GSA. For example, because
of limitations with the IWFM model platform used for C2VSimFG-Kern, modifying elements to
align with the WWB boundaries (i.e., White Wolf Fault), increasing the spatial resolution by
utilizing a finer mesh size, and modifying layers to more accurately represent the WWB
Hydrogeological Conceptual Model is impractical. Additionally, the model on which C2VSIMFGKern is based represents the entire Central Valley and was not designed to accurately represent
small basins such as the WWB. Therefore, modification of C2VSimFG-Kern is impractical, and the
GSA would be better suited to develop a new basin-specific model. Monitoring Network
Improvements. The GSA will rely on the CASGEM monitoring network to develop its GSP
monitoring network. As part of the migration from CASGEM to the GSP Monitoring Network
Module on the SGMA data portal, DWR is requiring increased coordinate location accuracy for
GSP monitoring network sites compared to CASGEM requirements. However, not all CASGEM
wells are compliant with the GSP monitoring network requirements for spatial location accuracy.
Additionally, the existing 17 CASGEM wells are not adequately spatially distributed throughout
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the developed extent of the Basin. As the GSA works to finalize their GSP monitoring network,
voluntary CASGEM wells may be utilized to provide additional spatial coverage. However, well
screen information is unknown for many of the voluntary CASGEM wells. DWR requires known
well construction details, such as depth of screened interval, for GSP monitoring network sites.
Therefore, work efforts would include (1) re-surveying 17 CASGEM wells and up to 10 voluntary
wells and (2) video logging up to 10 voluntary wells.
Utilizing the Component – Category – Task structure, the Project is composed of three Components: (1)
Grant Administration, (2) GSP Development, and (3) Monitoring Well Installation. Following the guidelines
recommended by DWR, Tasks 1, 3, and 4 identified above fall under Component 2 GSP Development and
Task 2 identified above falls under Component 3 Monitoring Well Installation.
Proposition 68 SGM Grant (Round 3) funding will bolster the GSA’s efforts to develop a proactive and fully
compliant GSP that will be broadly supported by Basin stakeholders and approved by DWR upon
submittal. Regardless of additional funding from Round 3, a fully compliant GSP will be submitted to DWR
by the January 2022 deadline; however, significant data gaps will remain and sources of uncertainty will
be identified. In the absence of Round 3 funding, these data gap filling tasks will be considered by the GSA
during the GSP implementation phase. The proposed budget shown below is subject to modification prior
to the final Application submittal. Travel and per diem costs are excluded as they are not grant
reimbursable.
Budget Categories

Requested
Grant Amount

Local Cost Share
(Non-State Fund
Source)

Total Cost

% Local
Cost
Share

Component 1 Grant Administration

$24,000

$8,000

$32,000

25%

Component 2: GSP Development

$359,250

$119,750

$479,000

25%

Component 3: Monitoring Well Installation

$129,750

$43,250

$173,000

25%

Grand Total

$513,000

$171,000

$684,000

25%

The proposed schedule is shown below and is subject to modification prior to the final Application
submittal.
Categories

Start Date

End Date

Component 1: Grant Administration

3/1/2020

4/30/2022

Component 2: GSP Development

3/1/2020

6/30/2021

Component 3: Monitoring Well Installation

4/1/2020

6/30/2021

Attached:

(1) Planning Grants PSP and Guidelines – Round 3, September 2019
(2) Letter of Support template for stakeholders
(3) Letter of Support template for GSA entities: Districts and County
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FOREWORD
The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) is administering the Sustainable Groundwater
Management (SGM) Grant Program Planning Grants using funds authorized by the California Drought,
Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal Protection, and Outdoor Access for All Act of 2018 (Proposition 68) and
the Water Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014 (Proposition 1). This
document is the Proposal Solicitation Package (PSP) for the development and implementation of
Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSPs).
This document is not a standalone document and the applicant will need to refer to the 2019
Proposition 68 SGM Guidelines (2019 Guidelines) for additional information. Potential applicants are
encouraged to read the 2019 Guidelines, PSP, and grant agreement template prior to deciding to
submit an application. The 2019 Guidelines and the grant agreement template can be found at the
following link: www.water.ca.gov/sgmgrants.
A glossary of terms used throughout this PSP are available in Appendix B (Definitions) of the 2019
Guidelines.

GRANT PROGRAM WEBSITE AND OTHER USEFUL LINKS
This document, as well as other pertinent information about the SGM, can be found at the following
link: www.water.ca.gov/sgmgrants.
Other useful links are identified below.
• Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA):
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayexpandedbranch.xhtml?tocCode=WAT&div
ision=6.&title=&part=2.74.&chapter=&article=
•

GSP Emergency Regulations:
https://water.ca.gov/LegacyFiles/groundwater/sgm/pdfs/GSP_Emergency_Regulations.pdf

•

GSP Emergency Regulations Guide:
http://water.ca.gov/groundwater/sgm/pdfs/GSP_Final_Regs_Guidebook.pdf

•

Disadvantaged Community (DAC) and Economically Distressed Area (EDA) Mapping Tools:
https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans/Mapping-Tools

E-MAIL LIST
In addition to the website, DWR will distribute information via e-mail. If you are not already on the
SGM e-mail contact list, please use the following link to be added to the list:
www.water.ca.gov/sgmgrants and click the “Subscribe” button in the lower right of the webpage.

CONTACT INFORMATION
For questions about this document, or other technical issues, please contact DWR’s Financial
Assistance Branch at (916) 651-9613 or by e-mail at: SGWP@water.ca.gov.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
USED IN THIS PROPOSAL SOLICITATION PACKAGE
AWMP

Agricultural Water Management Plan
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California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring

COD

Critically Overdrafted Basin

DA

Disadvantaged Areas

DAC

Disadvantaged Community

DWR

Department of Water Resources

EDA

Economically Distressed Area

GB

Gigabyte
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Geographic Information System

GRanTS

Grants Review and Tracking System

GSA

Groundwater Sustainability Agency
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Groundwater Sustainability Paln
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MHI

Median Household Income

PSP

Proposal Solicitation Package

SB

Senate Bill

SDAC

Severely Disadvantaged Community
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Sustainable Groundwater Management

SGMA

Sustainable Groundwater Management Act

SWRCB

State Water Resources Control Board

SWRP
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Urban Water Management Plan
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I.

INTRODUCTION

DWR is administering the SGM Grant Program’s Planning Grant – Round 3 (Planning – Round 3)
solicitation using funds authorized by Proposition 68 and Proposition 1 to encourage sustainable
management of groundwater resources that support SGMA. This PSP contains specific information
regarding the process, eligibility, and required content for grant applications for the Proposition 68
grant funds for the development of GSPs and projects that help to implement GSPs. DWR also issued
the 2019 Guidelines that will be used to administer the grant solicitations and provide general
information regarding program and eligibility requirements.
SGMA was signed into law in 2014 and amended the Water Code §§ 10720-10737.8, inclusive. SGMA
provides the framework for sustainable groundwater management planning and implementation.
SGMA fosters sustainable groundwater management in California’s designated high and medium
priority groundwater basins or subbasins, hereinafter referred to as basins, by requiring local public
agencies and Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to develop and implement GSPs or
alternatives to GSPs (Alternative). The regulations for the evaluation of GSPs and Alternatives, the
implementation of GSPs and Alternatives, and coordination agreements between GSAs and/or
stakeholders are hereinafter referred to as the GSP Regulations. The GSP Regulations were approved
by the California Water Commission on May 18, 2016 and are codified in the California Code of
Regulations, Title 23, sections 350-358.4, inclusive. The SGMA text and GSP Regulations can be found
at the links listed in the Foreword.

II. FUNDING
Proposition 68 authorized the Legislature to appropriate a total of $240 million to DWR for drought and
groundwater investments to achieve regional sustainability (Chapter 11.6). Of this, $50 million is for
projects that develop and implement groundwater plans and projects in accordance with groundwater
planning requirements established under Division 6 (commencing with § 10000) (Water Code §
79775). After program delivery and bond issuance costs, $46.25 million will be made available for
grant awards. In addition to Proposition 68 funding, at least $1.5 million in Proposition 1 funds will be
available for grant awards.
DWR will solicit proposals to award funding on a competitive basis to medium and high priority basins,
including critically overdrafted (COD) basins, for tasks and activities that help to develop and/or
implement a GSP(s). Eligible project types and eligible tasks are described further in Section III.B.
The minimum and maximum grant award amounts are listed below and are dependent upon whether
the applicant has received previous funding from Proposition 1 Sustainable Groundwater Planning
Grant Round 2 (Round 2) funds. If an applicant has received Round 2 funds, the minimum grant
amount is $200,000 and the maximum grant amount is the difference between the total grant funds
previously received from Round 2 for GSP development and the new current maximum grant amount
of $2 million (e.g., if an applicant received $1.5 million in Round 2, the maximum award amount for
this applicant is $500,000). DWR reserves the right to award less than the maximum amount shown,
but above the minimum amount.
New Applicant(s):
Minimum Grant Amount:
Maximum Grant Amount:

Previously Awarded Applicant(s):
Minimum Grant Amount:
Maximum Grant Amount:

$400,000
$2 million per basin and up to $500,000 for each additional basin
(e.g., 3 basins = $3 million, 5 basins = $4 million, 7 basins = $5
million, etc.)
$200,000
Difference between previous awards and maximum award amount
(e.g., a Round 2 Grantee awarded $500,000 for well installation
and $700,000 for GSP development: the Round 3 applicant would
subtract the $700,000 from the new maximum award amount.)
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Alternative Plan Updates:
Minimum Grant Amount:
Maximum Grant Amount:

$200,000
$500,000

A. Local Cost Share
A minimum match of 25 percent (%) of the project cost as local cost share is required for Proposition
68. Proposition 1 has a cost share requirement of 50% of the total project cost; however, grant
applicants should assume a minimum match requirement of 25%, per the Proposition 68 requirement,
unless they are eligible for a cost share waiver or reduction as outlined in Table 1.
Project expenses must be incurred after May 18, 2016, (effective date of GSP Regulations), and not
have contributed to the cost share of previous Proposition 1 awarded project, to be considered as local
cost share. Local cost share must meet the conditions outlined in Section II.B. of the 2019 Guidelines
and the definitions of “local cost share” contained in Appendix B of the 2019 Guidelines. The local cost
share requirement for projects benefiting a severely disadvantaged community (SDAC), DAC, or EDA
may be waived or reduced as shown in Table 1. For definitions of SDAC, DAC, and EDA, see Appendix
B of the 2019 Guidelines. SDAC, DAC, and EDA will collectively be referred to as Disadvantaged Areas
(DAs) within the 2019 Guidelines and the Planning PSP.

TABLE 1 – ELIGIBILITY FOR COST SHARE WAIVER
Percent Community(ies) that is/are DA

Required Minimum Local Cost Share Percent
Proposition 68/Proposition 1

Less than 26%

25% / 50%

26% –50%

15%

51% – 75%

10%

76% – 100%

0%

DWR will use the information presented in the applications to evaluate whether the project provides
benefits to a DA, as outlined in Table 1, to determine whether the required cost share is waived or
reduced (see Appendix D of the 2019 Guidelines for additional details). The required local cost share
percent and the cost share waiver granted, if any, will be identified in the grant award notification
letter to the Grantee if the application is awarded. Additional information will be requested in the grant
award notification letter if DWR cannot determine the eligible cost share waiver based upon the
information provided in the application. The final determination of the cost share waiver for those that
must submit additional information will be documented prior to executing a grant agreement.

B. Eligible Costs and Payment
Eligible reimbursable costs are those that were incurred by Grantees after June 5, 2018 (when
Proposition 68 was approved by voters), meet the conditions of “Eligible Costs” as outlined in Section
V., and are defined as “reimbursable costs” in Appendix B of the 2019 Guidelines. DWR’s standard
method of payment is reimbursement in arrears. Funds are disbursed after DWR approves the DWR
invoice form and required backup documentation submitted by the Grantee. Grantees shall invoice and
report on a quarterly basis. Additionally, DWR reserves the right to withdraw awarded funds due to
lack of responsiveness on the part of the Grantee in submitting quarterly invoices and reports and
associated deliverables.
The standard method of reimbursement is called the Cost Share Drawdown, in which the Grantee must
report all required local cost share (matching funds) funds for a budget category before
reimbursement will be processed. Conversely, the Concurrent Drawdown method, in which the
Grantee can request reimbursement and report local cost share funds, can be approved if the Grantee
can demonstrate a significant cash-flow need. See the 2019 Guidelines Appendix B for more
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information on reimbursement methods. Costs associated with the development of the GSA and the
costs associated with development and submittal of any grant application are not eligible.

III. ELIGIBILITY
Applications for the Planning – Round 3 Grant Solicitation must meet all applicable eligibility criteria to
be considered for grant funding as described in the 2019 Guidelines, Section III. Additional eligibility
requirements are described below and identified in Questions 4 through 9 in Table 4 – Grant
Application Checklist, of this PSP. A comprehensive eligibility checklist is provided in Table 3 – SGM
Planning Grant Eligibility Checklist (below) as a reference for applicants.

A. Eligible Applicants
Eligible applicants are GSAs, member agencies of the GSAs, or member agencies of an approved
Alternate to a GSP for the basin for which the application is submitted. Eligible applicants also include
those who are beginning the process of forming a GSA in accordance with Water Code § 10723 et seq.
If awarded, the basin(s) must form a GSA(s) before entering into an agreement with the State. Only
one application will be accepted per basin; however, an applicant acting as the sole GSA over multiple
basins may submit one consolidated application and request up to $500,000 for each additional basin,
in addition to the maximum grant amount identified in Section II.
Applicants are encouraged to work with the stakeholder(s) and other non-member agency(-ies) of the
GSA(s) in their basin(s) (e.g., resource conservation districts, nonprofit organizations, Tribes, etc.)
that have potential activities, tasks, and/or components that are complimentary to the overall grant
application and proposed project. These activities, tasks, and/or components should be included within
the proposed application with the GSA or member agencies of a GSA listed as the applicant and
potential Grantee. The stakeholder(s) and/or non-member agency(-ies) would be listed as a
cooperating entity. Project proponents would access grant funding through their relationship with the
grant applicant, at DWR’s discretion. DWR strongly recommends working with all potential
stakeholders within the basin(s) to ensure that a well-rounded GSP is developed and successfully
implemented.
The grant applicant is the agency submitting the application (e.g., GSA) on behalf of the basin. The
grant applicant is also the agency that would enter into an agreement with the State, should the
application be successful. If there is more than one eligible agency within a basin, an eligible agency
may be part of the proposal as a project proponent but must identify a single entity that will act as the
grant applicant and submit a basin-wide application and receive the grant on behalf of the basin.

B. Eligible Project Types
Eligible projects must benefit basins or a non-adjudicated portion of basins that are designated by
DWR as high and medium priority basins, or COD basins, by the latest SGMA Basin Prioritization.
Eligible projects include those activities associated with the development or implementation of a
GSP(s) that will comply with and meet DWR requirements and GSP regulations. Projects must
support groundwater sustainability planning and management within medium and high priority basins
and should assist in the development and implementation of a GSP(s) in reaching sustainability.
Eligible project activities must be consistent with the purpose of Proposition 68, Chapter 11.6.
Activities within the proposed project should also be consistent with the SGMA Guidance Documents
located here: https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Groundwater-Management/SGMA-GroundwaterManagement/Best-Management-Practices-and-Guidance-Documents.
Projects that are in basins determined to be probationary under SGMA by State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB) are not eligible for this grant program. The project area and service area
must be within a DWR Bulletin 118 basin or a non-adjudicated portion of a basin that are designated
by DWR as high and medium priority basins, including COD basins, by the latest SGMA Basin
Prioritization. Please check the links provided in the Foreword for additional information on Bulletin
118, Basin Prioritization, CODs, and GSA Formation.
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The use of the term "project" refers to the planning and development activities associated with
completing a GSP and can include multiple components and/or tasks. A proposal may include all
required sections of a GSP or only those portions that are remaining and require funding to complete.
A proposal, or project for purposes of this PSP, refers to all the supporting documentation submitted
that details the actions that are proposed for the funding. The application will describe a single
proposal/project; however, each application may contain multiple components and tasks that
collectively makeup a single proposal/project. See the 2019 Guidelines, Appendix B for further
definitions of components and project.
In Attachment 3 – Work Plan, applicants must provide information to demonstrate eligibility and
provide assurances that the work described in the proposed project is not duplicative with any other
projects previously funded through Proposition 1 within the basin boundary.
Examples of eligible project tasks and/or components can include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tasks and activities within the applicant’s basin or outside the basin on a watershed scale that
result in the development of all sections of a GSP as outlined in the GSP regulations. Those
sections may include, but not limited to:
o An introduction outlining the purpose of the GSP, sustainability goal(s), agency
information, and a description of how the GSP is organized including the preparation
checklist
o Description of the plan area with a summary of the jurisdictional areas and features,
water resources monitoring and management programs, land use elements or topic
categories of applicable general plans, additional GSP elements (e.g., control of saline
water intrusion, wellhead protection, migration of contaminated groundwater, well
abandonment and destruction program, replenishment of groundwater extractions,
conjunctive use and underground storage, etc.), and notice and communication of
beneficial uses and users in the basin
o The development of and explanation of the hydrogeologic conceptual model with crosssections; physical characteristics; current and historical groundwater conditions; water
budget information with the inflows, outflows, and change in storage; and management
areas (as applicable)
o A discussion on the sustainability goal(s), measurable objectives, minimum thresholds,
undesirable results, and monitoring network
o A list and discussion of the projects and management actions needed to achieve
sustainability goal(s)
o A discussion on the estimate of the GSP implementation costs, schedule for
implementation, annual reporting, and periodic evaluations
o Integrated Watershed Management planning coordination activities with entities
managing or representing all aspects of water management, ecosystems, cities,
counties, DACs, Tribes, and working landscapes to achieve multi-benefits. Activities can
include, but are not limited to: a project/action development, policy changes, and
standard operating procedure changes. For a definition of Integrated Watershed
Management, please refer to the 2019 Guidelines, Appendix B.
Updates to Alternative Plans for approved Alternatives to GSPs, up to $500,000 per Section II.
Vulnerability or risk assessments associated with implementation of sustainability goals and
objectives of a DA and/or Tribe
Evaluate the groundwater management needs of DAs, including actions that foster engagement
of DAs in sustainable groundwater planning activities related to sustainability goals and
objectives
Develop scoping or feasibility studies as they relate to data management systems or
implementation projects related to groundwater sustainability plan goals and objectives (design
and environmental planning for the implementation projects can also be included)
Develop pilot or demonstration projects such as aquifer recharge, conjunctive use, and
stormwater capture
Installation of groundwater monitoring wells related to a GSA’s monitoring network
Instrumentation and other monitoring equipment on existing monitoring and/or production
wells
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IV. SOLICITATION PROCESS AND SCHEDULE
The solicitation period will be open in September 2019, with anticipated grant awards in March 2020.
The anticipated schedule for this grant solicitation is presented in Table 2 – Schedule for Sustainable
Groundwater Planning – Round 3 Grant Solicitation. Any change or update to the schedule will be
posted on the DWR website. Updates may also be sent through e-mail announcements. To be placed
on the SGM e-mail contact list, please use the link listed in the Foreword.

TABLE 2 – SCHEDULE FOR SUSTAINABLE GROUNDWATER PLANNING – ROUND 3 GRANT SOLICITATION
Milestone or Activity

Tentative Schedule*

Final 2019 Guidelines and PSP posted to open solicitation
Applicant Workshop
Grant Solicitation Closes
Public Review of Draft Funding List
Final Awards

September 9, 2019
September 18, 2019
November 1, 2019
January 2020
March 2020

* Dates are subject to change and will be determined based on number of comments received for the draft documents, number
of applications received, amount of funds requested, and number of grant awards given.

An applicant workshop will be conducted to address questions and to provide general assistance to
potential applicants preparing grant applications. Details of the workshop will be provided via the SGM
website, e-mail distribution list, and/or news release. In addition to the informational workshop,
applicants are encouraged to seek assistance from DWR staff in understanding SGM requirements and
completing grant applications. Questions can be submitted via the contact information provided in the
Foreword on Page 2.

V. APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
This section provides instructions for preparing and submitting an application and consists of two
subsections: A. What to Submit and B. How to Submit. It is important that applicants follow the
Application Instructions to ensure that their application will address all the required elements.
Applicants are reminded that once the application has been submitted to DWR, any privacy rights as
well as other confidentiality protections afforded by law with respect to the application package, will be
waived. Prior to beginning the application, applicants should verify that they meet the Eligible Criteria
outlined in the 2019 Guidelines, Section III.C. and in Table 3 below.

TABLE 3 – SGM PLANNING GRANT ELIGIBILITY CHECKLIST
Criteria
Type
Applicant
Eligibility

Eligibility Criteria

Is the applicant eligible?
Agricultural Water Management Compliance
Link: https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Water-Use-AndEfficiency
California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring
(CASGEM) Compliance
Link: https://water.ca.gov/Programs/GroundwaterManagement/Groundwater-Elevation-Monitoring-CASGEM.
Basin Prioritization information can be found at:
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/GroundwaterManagement/Basin-Prioritization
Climate Change Compliance
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Additional
Details

Place to
Provide
Information

2019 Guidelines &
PSP Section III.A.

Attachment 2

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C. &
PSP Section V.B.

Attachment 2

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C. &
PSP Section V.B.

Attachment 2

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C.

GRanTS1
Application

Criteria
Met
(Yes, No,
or NA2)
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TABLE 3 – SGM PLANNING GRANT ELIGIBILITY CHECKLIST
Criteria
Type

Applicant
Eligibility
(cont.)

Proposal
Eligibility

Project
Type
Eligibility

1
2

Eligibility Criteria

Additional
Details

Place to
Provide
Information

Consistency with the Delta Plan

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C.

Attachment 2

Groundwater Management Compliance,
SGMA Compliance

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C.

Self-Cert,
Attachment 2

Open and Transparent Water Data

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C.

Self-Cert

Public Utilities and Mutual Water Companies Compliance

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C.

Attachment 2

Stormwater Resources Plan (SWRP) Compliance Senate
Bill (SB) 985
Link:
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/program
s/grants_loans/swrp/

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C. &
PSP Section V.B.

Attachment 2

Surface Water Diverter Compliance

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C. &
PSP Section V.B.

Attachment 2

Sustainable Water Use and Demand Reduction
Compliance

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C.

Self-Cert

Urban Water Management Compliance
Link: www.water.ca.gov/sgmgrants.

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C. &
PSP Section V.B.

Attachment 2

Water Metering Compliance

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C.

Self-Cert

Only one application per basin OR
Applicant is acting as the sole GSA over multiple basins
Does the proposal include design, construction,
operation, mitigation, or maintenance of Delta
conveyance facilities?
Does the proposal include acquisition of water except for
projects that will provide fisheries or ecosystem benefits
or improvements that are greater than required
currently applicable environmental mitigation measures
or compliance obligations?
Does the proposal include any share of the costs of
remediation recovered from parties responsible for the
contamination of a groundwater storage aquifer?
Does the proposal include projects or groundwater
planning activities associated with adjudicated
groundwater basins?

PSP Section III.A.

Criteria
Met
(Yes, No,
or NA2)

NA

PSP Table 4

GRanTS
Application

PSP Table 4

GRanTS
Application

PSP Table 4

GRanTS
Application

PSP Table 4

GRanTS
Application

Does the proposed planning project(s) include the
development and/or implementation of a GSP?

2019 Guidelines
and PSP Section
III.B.

Attachment 3

Is the project area and service area within a DWR
Bulletin 118 (2016) basin or a non-adjudicated portion
of a basin that are designated by DWR as high or
medium priority basins?

2019 Guidelines
and PSP Section
III.B.

Attachment 3

Is the project consistent with Program Preferences?

2019 Guidelines
Section V.

NA

If the project is a stormwater and/or dry weather runoff
capture project, is it included in a SWRP that has been
incorporated into an Integrated Regional Water
Management (IRWM) plan?

2019 Guidelines
Section III.C and
PSP Table 4

GRanTS
Application,
Attachment 2

GRanTS = DWR’s Grant Review and Tracking System
NA = not applicable
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A. What to Submit
Applicants must submit a complete SGM Grant Application during the open filing phase as shown in
Table 2 – Schedule for Planning – Round 3 Grant Solicitation. The grant application consists of five
sections or “Tabs”, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Applicant Information Tab
Projects Tab
Questions Tab
Climate Risk in Investments Tab
Attachments Tab

Additional details regarding the “Tabs” is outlined in Table 4 – Grant Application Checklist, which is
provided as a guide for applicants to ensure the required information is submitted for a complete
application.
If an applicant applies for multiple project components, the applicant must ensure that the “Tabs” are
complete for each of the project components within the grant application. For example, proposals may
include separate project components for different DAs within a basin or multiple project components
for GSP development executed by different GSAs within a basin. However, proposals may include
multiple project components with the project budgets collectively not exceeding $2 million for high and
medium priority basins. Each application must have a singular defined project that can be comprised
of multiple project components; however, each component must be related to one another and be
coherent.

B. How to Submit
Applicants must submit a complete application online using DWR’s GRanTS electronic submittal tool.
GRanTS can only be accessed with Internet Explorer and Google Chrome. The name of this PSP in
GRanTS is “SGM Planning – Round 3”. To access this PSP, applicants must register and have an
account in GRanTS if they have not already done so. The online application will be available no later
than the date specified on the website, according to Table 2 – Schedule for Sustainable Groundwater
Planning – Round 3 Grant Solicitation.
Applicants are encouraged to watch the "How to Register" and the "How to Complete a Grant
Application" videos and review the GRanTS Public User Guide and Frequently Asked Questions prior to
completing the online application. If an applicant has questions as to the content or the information
requested in the PSP, or questions or problems with GRanTS, please refer to the phone number or email listed in the Foreword.
When uploading an attachment in GRanTS, the following attachment title naming convention must be
used: Att#_SGM_ AttachmentName_#ofTotal#, where “#ofTotal#” identifies the number of files that
make up an attachment, where “#” is the number of a file and, and where “Total#” is the total
number of files submitted in the attachment. This naming convention will be repeated in more detail
for each Attachment in the following pages.
File size for each attachment submitted via GRanTS is limited to 2 gigabytes (GB). Breaking
documents into components such as chapters or logical components so that files are less than 2 GB
will aid in uploading files. Acceptable file formats are: PDF, MS Word, MS Excel, or MS Project.
However, DWR prefers and highly encourages applicants to use PDF files. All portions of the GRanTS
application must be received in the open filing phase. Submittals received outside the open filing
phase may not be reviewed or considered for funding. The GRanTS system will allow applicants to
resubmit any attachments before the close of the open filing phase. Applicants must notify DWR via
SGWP@water.ca.gov when the proposal submittal is ready for DWR’s review.
Note: Please provide answers to only the questions listed in Table 4. Do not answer questions that appear on the
screen in GRanTS that are not listed below, unless marked with an asterisk.
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TABLE 4 – GRANT APPLICATION CHECKLIST
APPLICANT INFORMATION TAB
The following information is general and applies to the applicant and the overall proposal. Specific project
information should be detailed on separate project tabs provided in the GRanTS application. Applicants must enter all
information listed in the Information Tab of this checklist (Table 4) along with any field marked with an asterisk.
Organization Name: Provide the name of the Agency/Organization responsible for submitting the application. Should the
proposal be successful, this Agency/Organization will be the Grantee.
Point of Contact: Please type the First Name, Last Name, Email Address, Phone Number, Division Name, Address, City, State
and Zip of the Point of Contact person. Should the proposal be successful, this person will be the Point of Contact for the
grant contract.
Point of Contact Position Title: Provide the title of the point of contact person. (Maximum Character Limit: 50)
Proposal Name: Provide the title of the proposal. (Maximum Character Limit: 150)
Proposal Objective: Provide the objective of the proposal. (Maximum Character Limit: 2,000)
PROPOSAL BUDGET
For the proposal, the following budget items should be taken from Table 5A/B – Grant Proposal Summary Budget.
Other Contribution: Provide the amount of other funds (such as other State grants) not included in the categories as listed
below. If there is no other contribution, enter zero. Other Contribution costs are not considered part of the total project cost.
NOTE: if the county in which the basin is located received SGM Proposition 1 Counties with Stressed Basins and/or SGM
Proposition 1 2017 Groundwater Sustainability Plans and Projects funding from DWR, describe how the tasks are not
duplicative or inconsistent with previously funded tasks.
Local Contribution (Cost Share): Provide the total local cost share that will be committed to the proposal. The SGM requires a
minimum local cost share of 25% of total proposal cost unless the project benefits a DA.
Federal Contribution: Enter Federal funds being used. If none, enter zeros.
In-kind Contribution: Leave Blank and include all In-Kind Contributions in the Local Contribution total.
Grant Funds Requested: Provide the amount of total grant funds requested.
Total Proposal Cost: Provide the total proposal cost, in dollars. This amount must agree with the total proposal cost shown in
Attachment 5 – Schedule and is the sum of the Local Contribution (Cost Share), In-kind Contribution, and Grant Funds
Requested.
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
GRanTS requests latitude and longitude in degrees, minutes, and seconds.
You may use converters on the web such as https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/dms-decimal
Latitude: Enter the Latitude at the location that best represents the project area.
Longitude: Enter the Longitude at the location that best represents the center of the project area.
Longitude/Latitude Clarification: Only use if necessary. (Maximum Character Limit: 250)
Location: Identify the approximate location that best represents the center of the project area. (Maximum Character Limit:
100)
County(ies): Provide the county(ies) in which the project is located.
Groundwater Basins: Provide the groundwater basin(s) as listed in the current version of DWR Bulletin 118
(https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Groundwater-Management/Bulletin-118) in which the project is located. For proposals
covering multiple groundwater basins, hold the control key down and select all that apply.
Hydrologic Regions: Provide the hydrologic region in which the project is located. For proposals covering multiple hydrologic
regions, hold down the control key and select all that apply.
Watershed(s): Provide the name of the watershed(s) the groundwater basin underlies. (Maximum Character Limit: 250)
A map of California watersheds can be found at the following link: https://www.conservation.ca.gov/dlrp/grantprograms/watershed/Documents/CALFED_Watershed_Map[1].pdf. If the groundwater basin covers multiple watersheds, you
may only provide one “Unique Watershed Number” as listed on the watershed map.
LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION
Enter the State Assembly, State Senate, and U.S. Congressional Districts in which the groundwater basin is located. For
proposals covering multiple State Assembly, State Senate, and U.S. Congressional Districts, hold the control key down and
select all that apply. Maps of these districts are found at:
http://www.legislature.ca.gov/legislators_and_districts/legislators/your_legislator.html.
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TABLE 4 – GRANT APPLICATION CHECKLIST
PROJECTS TAB
This section contains information about the project contained in the Proposal. Applicants must enter all information
listed in the Projects Tab of this checklist (Table 4) along with any field marked with an asterisk.
PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Name: Provide the title of the proposal. (Maximum Character Limit: 150 characters)
DO NOT include the solicitation name in the project name (e.g., 2019 SGM Planning Grant for GSP Development). Please use
the Basin or GSA name plus the Project Name (e.g., XX Basin GSP Development, Well Installation Project and XX Basin GSP
Development, etc.)
Implementing Organization: Should be the title of the GSA applying or the entity name applying on behalf of a GSA
Secondary Implementing Organization: Not applicable to this solicitation
Proposed Start Date: Must be after July 1, 2017
Proposed End Date: Must be before April 30, 2022
Scope of Work: (Maximum Character Limit: 450 characters)
Project Description: (Maximum Character Limit: 1,900 characters)
Project Objective: (Maximum Character Limit: 450 characters)
PROJECT BENEFITS INFORMATION
Please do not enter any information into GRanTS for the following Project Benefits Questions. These are standard GRanTS
questions and cannot be removed but are unnecessary for SGM Grant applicants.
Benefit Level: Leave blank.
Benefit Type: Leave blank.
Benefit: Leave blank.
Description: Leave blank.
Measurement: Leave blank.
PROJECT BUDGET
For each project, the following budget items should be taken from Table 5A/B – Grant Proposal Summary Budget.
If only one project is being proposed, use the “Copy Budget data from Applicant Info” feature to populate previously entered
data. Otherwise, enter individual budget items for each project component in the same manner as described for the Applicant
Information Tab. The sum of the budget items must agree with the total project budget.
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Enter the geographical information for each individual project and project component location (latitude and longitude in
degrees, minutes, and seconds).
LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION (Note: for each Project; different from Applicant Information)
If only one project is being proposed, use the “Copy Legislative data from Applicant Info” feature to populate previously
entered data. Otherwise, enter legislative information for each project in the same manner as described for the Applicant
Information Tab. For projects covering more than one district, hold the control key down and select all that apply.
QUESTIONS TAB
The answers to these questions will be used in processing the application and determining eligibility and completeness.
Q1. Project Description: Provide a brief abstract of the proposal. This abstract must provide an overview of the proposal
including the main issues and priorities addressed in the proposal. (25 words or less)
Q2. Previous Funding: Has the applicant received prior funding through the Proposition 1 SGWP Round 2 grant? If so, how
much funds did the applicant receive?
Q3. Project Representative: Provide the name and details of the person responsible for signing and executing the grant
agreement for the applicant. Persons that are subcontractors to be paid by the grant cannot be listed as the Project
Representative. Other entities included in the GSA can be listed here.
Q4. Project Manager: Provide the name, title, and contact information of the Project Manager from the applicant agency or
organization that will be the day-to-day contact on this application.
Q5. Eligibility: Has the applicant met the requirements of DWR’s CASGEM Program?
Q6. Eligibility:
Q6.1 Is the applicant an agricultural water supplier? (Yes/No)
Q6.1.a If yes, has the applicant submitted a complete Agricultural Water Management Plan (AWMP) to DWR? (Yes/No)
Q6.1.b If yes, has the AWMP been verified as complete by DWR? (Yes/No)
Q6.1.c If the AWMP has not been submitted, explain and provide the anticipated submittal date.
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TABLE 4 – GRANT APPLICATION CHECKLIST
QUESTIONS TAB (cont.)
The answers to these questions will be used in processing the application and determining eligibility and completeness.
Q7. Eligibility:
Q7.1 Is the applicant an urban water supplier? (Yes/No)
Q7.1.a If yes, has the applicant submitted a complete Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) to DWR? (Yes/No)
Q7.1.b If yes, has the UWMP been verified as complete by DWR? (Yes/No)
Q7.1.c If the UWMP has not been submitted, explain and provide the anticipated date for submittal.
Q8. Eligibility:
Q8.1 Is the applicant a surface water diverter? (Yes/No)
Q8.1.a If yes, has the applicant submitted to the SWRCB their surface water diversion reports in compliance with
requirements outlined in Part 5.1 (commencing with §5100) of Division 2 of the Water Code? (Yes/No)
Q8.1.b If the reports have not been submitted, explain and provide the anticipated date for meeting the requirements.
Q9. Eligibility: Does the proposal include any of the following activities:
•
The potential to adversely impact a wild and scenic river or any river afforded protection under the California or Federal
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
•
Acquisition of land through eminent domain
•
Design, construction, operation, mitigation, or maintenance of Delta conveyance facilities
•
Acquisition of water except for projects that will provide fisheries or ecosystem benefits or improvements that are greater
than required currently applicable environmental mitigation measures or compliance obligations
•
Pay any share of the costs of remediation recovered from parties responsible for the contamination of a groundwater
storage aquifer
•
Projects or groundwater planning activities associated with adjudicated groundwater basins.
If yes, the project is not eligible to receive grant funding.
Q10. Eligibility: Consistency with California SB 985– Stormwater Resource Planning Act: To satisfy SB 985 requirements,
stormwater and dry weather capture project must be listed in a SWRP that is consistent with the relevant code provisions
enacted by SB 985 (Water Code §10562 (b)(7)) as determined by the SWRCB.
Q11. DA Cost Share Waiver or Reduction: Are you applying for cost share waiver or reduction as a DA? Fill out Attachment 6
– DAC, SDAC, and/or EDA, as appropriate.
Q12. Certification: By submitting the application, the Project Director is certifying that:
a) The applicant is an eligible entity;
b) He/She is aware that any attachment exceeding the page limit listed in the attachment templates will not be
reviewed;
c) He/She is aware that, once the proposal is submitted in GRanTS, any privacy rights and other confidentiality
protections offered by law with respect to the application package and project location are waived; and
d) He/She has read and agrees to all the Terms and Conditions of the grant agreement.
CLIMATE RISK IN INVESTMENTS TAB
The answers to these questions are optional and will be used in surveying Program applicants.
Q13. Climate: Does the organization have a strategic business plan? (Yes/No. If Yes, please submit a copy)
Q14. Climate: Has the organization conducted a climate change vulnerability assessment? (Yes/No. If Yes, please submit a
copy)
Q15. Climate: Does the organization have a main contact person for climate change? (Yes/No. If Yes, to what position in the
origination does that person report?)
Q16. Climate: Has the organization considered the risk of climate change in its capital reserves and investments? (Open ended;
one-three paragraphs, with specific examples, should suffice).
ATTACHMENTS TAB
Provide the attachments listed below by attaching files to the GRanTS application. When attaching files, please use the naming
convention found in Section V.B of this PSP. Requirements for information to be included in these attachments are found in
Section V.B.2 of this PSP or in the supplied templates.

ATTACHMENT #

ATTACHMENT TITLE

Attachment 1

Authorizing Documentation (e.g., resolution)

Attachment 2

Eligibility Applicant Documentation

Attachment 3

Work Plan (Applicant MUST use supplied template)

Attachment 4

Budget (Applicant MUST use supplied template)

Attachment 5

Schedule (Applicant MUST use supplied template)

Attachment 6

SDAC, DAC, and/or EDA (as applicable)
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ATTACHMENTS TAB INSTRUCTIONS
Within the Attachments Tab, applicants are required to submit up to six (6) attachments (as
applicable) to complete the SGM Planning – Round 3 grant application. A discussion of each
attachment is provided below. Attachments 1 and 2 (Authorizing Documentation and Eligibility
Applicant Documentation) are mandatory and provide back-up documentation for the eligibility of an
applicant. Attachments 3 through 5 (Work Plan, Budget, and Scope) are also mandatory and will be
scored during the application review. Attachment 6 (SDAC, DAC, and/or EDA) is optional, but must be
submitted if the applicant is requesting a cost share waiver or reduction, or for SDAC eligibility, as
applicable.

ATTACHMENT 1.

AUTHORIZING DOCUMENTATION

For the “AttachmentName” in the naming convention of GRanTS, use “Att1_SGM_AuthDoc_#of#” for
this attachment.
The applicant must provide a resolution adopted by the applicant’s governing body designating an
authorized representative to submit the application and execute an agreement with the State of
California for a SGM Planning – Round 3 grant application. If an entity is acting on behalf of a GSA,
then a resolution from the GSA is required authorizing the applicant entity to act in such role.
Furthermore, a resolution is required by the entity acting as applicant stating authorization to work on
behalf of the GSA. If the resolution cannot be signed prior to the application due date, please contact
DWR, as indicated in the Foreword, to discuss the situation and explain this in Attachment 1, including
an anticipated submittal date for the approved resolution. A Grant Agreement cannot be signed
without an adopted resolution signed by the appropriate authorities.
The following text box provides an example of the resolution that must be submitted to fulfill this
requirement.
RESOLUTION NO. _______
Resolved by the <Insert name of applicant governing body>, that application be made to the California
Department of Water Resources to obtain a grant under the 2019 Sustainable Groundwater Management
(SGM) Grant Program Planning – Round 3 Grant pursuant to the Water Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure
Improvement Act of 2014 (Proposition 1) (Wat. Code, § 79700 et seq.) and/or the California Drought,
Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal Protection, and Outdoor Access For All Act of 2018 (Proposition 68) (Pub.
Resources Code, § 80000 et seq.), and to enter into an agreement to receive a grant for the: <Insert name
of proposal>. The <Insert title of authorized applicant official> of the <Insert name of applicant>, or
designee is hereby authorized and directed to prepare the necessary data, conduct investigations, file such
application, and execute a grant agreement with California Department of Water Resources. Passed and
adopted at a meeting of the <Insert name of applicant > on <Insert date>.
Authorized Original Signature: ______________________________
Printed Name: __________________________________________
Title: __________________________________________________
Clerk/Secretary: _________________________________________
CERTIFICATION
I do hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and correct copy of a resolution duly and regularly adopted at a meeting of
the <Insert name of applicant> held on <Insert Date>.
Clerk/Secretary: _________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT 2.

ELIGIBILITY DOCUMENTATION

For the “AttachmentName” in the naming convention of GRanTS, use “Att2_SGM_EligDoc_#of#” for
this attachment.
The applicant must provide the following information, as applicable. Details for the following eligibility
criteria can be found in Section III.C. of the 2019 Guidelines.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the applicant a GSA, a member agency of a GSA, or a member agency of an approved
Alternative to a GSP? Please explain. If the applicant is in the process of forming a GSA, the
steps taken and the steps remaining to do so should be identified.
Agricultural Water Management Compliance
CASGEM Basin Prioritization and Compliance
Climate Change
Consistency with the Delta Plan
Groundwater Management Compliance
Open and Transparent Water Data
Public Utilities and Mutual Water Companies
SWRP Compliance (California SB 985)
Surface Water Diverter Compliance
Sustainable Water Use and Demand Reduction
Urban Water Management Compliance
Water Metering Compliance

ATTACHMENT 3.

WORK PLAN

For the “AttachmentName” in the naming convention of GRanTS, use “Att3_SGM_WrkPlan_#of#” for
this attachment. Attachment 3 must be consistent with and support the Budget and Schedule
(Attachments 4 and 5, respectively). The Work Plan template should be downloaded from DWR’s SGM
webpage at the following link: www.water.ca.gov/sgmgrants.
The Work Plan must not exceed 25 pages using a minimum Arial, 10-point type font, not including
maps, supporting letters, figures, or tables. Please refer to the template for specific details that should
be included. An outline and general description are provided in the table below. Any changes made to
this template will not be reviewed or scored by DWR technical staff.
Section

Section Title

Section Description

Maximum
Page Limit
Must not
exceed 6
pages (not
including
tables and
figures)

Project
Justification

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

All applications must provide a proposed project description
that addresses the requested information identified in the
template.

Project
Justification

PROJECT
BENEFITS

Project benefits are the expected measurable
accomplishments of a project. Benefits should be based on
estimated measures of project annual accomplishments
averaged over the period of project life.

Must not
exceed 3
pages

TECHNICAL
EXPERTISE

Applicants must provide an explanation of their “Technical
Need” for each proposed project. The applicant must provide
documentation that tasks associated with implementation
components in the Work Plan will be prepared by or under
the direction of a professional geologist or professional
engineer, per Public Resources Code § 354.12 Subarticle 2.

Must not
exceed 3
pages

PROJECT
DETAILS

If awarded, this information will be used to develop the Grant
Agreement. The Project Details should include, at a
minimum: 1. a scope of work including work items to be
performed (consistent with the Budget and Schedule,
Attachments 4 and 5, respectively) and 2. proposed project
deliverables for assessing progress and accomplishments.

See below

Project
Justification

Project
Details
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Section

Scope of
Work and
Deliverables

Scope of
Work and
Deliverables

Miscellaneous

Section Title

Section Description

Maximum
Page Limit

SCOPE OF
WORK

The scope of work must list and concisely describe the
necessary task(s) to complete the project. The Project Details
of the Work Plan should identify how the interested parties
including groundwater users, stakeholders, and the general
public will be informed about the proposed project progress
and how relevant reports and data will be disseminated to
these groups. All activities identified in the Project Details of
the Work Plan must demonstrate the need for the proposed
project and how it will lead to the development of a complete
GSP compliant with the GSP Regulations.

Must not
exceed 8
pages

PROJECT
DELIVERABLES

Project deliverables should be actual work products that can
be submitted to DWR (see examples listed in the template).
Also, include the status of any task including estimated
percent (0 – 100%) completed. Also, explain the plan for
environmental compliance and permitting, if applicable, per
the directions in the template.

Must not
exceed 3
pages

PROJECT
SUPPORT

Applicants requesting funding must provide documentation to
demonstrate support for the proposed project and must
include specific information based on whether the applicant is
the GSA for the basin or is not the GSA for the basin. Refer to
the template for specifics.

Must not
exceed 2
pages (not
including
letters of
support)

NOTE: tasks in the proposed project cannot be duplicative or inconsistent with previously funded
tasks. If there is additional need for a previously funded task, justification must be provided. If
justification for the additional need is not provided, those tasks will not be considered as part of the
proposed project and therefore, not considered for funding.

ATTACHMENT 4. BUDGET
For the “AttachmentName” in the naming convention of GRanTS, use “Att4_SGM_Budget_#of#” for
this attachment. Attachment 4 includes the estimated costs for the project, as described in the Work
Plan (Attachment 3). Applicants MUST use the templates provided at www.water.ca.gov/sgmgrants to
obtain a budget score. Any changes made to this template will not be reviewed or scored by DWR
technical staff. Attachment 4 (the combination of Tables 5 and 6, with a written description) is
mandatory and includes the estimated costs of each component in the application. Use the appropriate
Table 5: Proposal Summary Budget Table (Table 5A, No Components) with Table 6A: Proposal Detailed
Budget (No Components); or Component Summary Budget (Table 5B, Multiple Components) with
Table 6B: Proposal Detailed Budget (Multiple Components). Attachment 4 should be presented in the
following sub-sections:
•
•

Grant Proposal Summary Budget Table (Table 5A/5B)
Proposal/Component Detailed Budget Table (Table 6A/6B)

For the Budget Tables, costs must be broken down consistent with how tasks are presented in the
Work Plan (Attachment 3). For example, if the Work Plan describes projects at the task and subtask
level, the budget must also present costs at the task and subtask level. In addition to the tables, the
applicant must provide a description explaining how the values were derived. The description must not
exceed two pages per component using a minimum Arial, 10-point type font.
NOTE: the maximum administration budget cannot exceed 10% of the total proposal cost and
Grantees shall invoice and report on a quarterly basis.
Grant Proposal Summary Budget
Table 5A/B will be used to present the summarized budget and the cost share for the proposal,
including documenting that the proposal will meet the minimum requirement of at least 25% of the
total costs. Although the applicant should complete Table 5A/B column (d) for each individual
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component (in the Multiple Component version), the minimum cost share requirement applies to the
costs of the overall proposal. If the component serves a DA and is requesting a waiver or reduction of
the 25% local cost share requirement, please complete the budget table accordingly and include a
footnote identifying the cost share waiver request.
If there are no components to the proposal, Table 5A should be used.
TABLE 5A – GRANT PROPOSAL SUMMARY BUDGET (NO COMPONENTS)
GRANT PROPOSAL TITLE: _________________________________________________________
Grant proposal serves a need of a DA?: ☐ Yes
☐ No
Local Cost Share requested: ☐ 25%
☐ 15%
☐ 10%
☐ 0%
(a)
Requested Grant
Amount

(b)
Local Cost Share: NonState Fund Source2

(c)
Total Cost

(d)
% Local Cost Share
(Col (b)/ Col (c))

(a) Grant Administration

$0

$0

$0

%

(b) Stakeholder Engagement / Outreach

$0

$0

$0

%

(c) GSP Development

$0

$0

$0

%

(d) Monitoring / Assessment

$0

$0

$0

%

Budget Categories 1

Grand Total
$0
$0
$0
%
Sum rows (a) through (d) for each column
1 Only these Budget Categories shall be used. Tasks can be added for more detail.
2 List sources of funding: Use as much space as required here. Local Cost Share is calculated based on the total project cost (grant amount
plus match), not the grant amount. Total project cost x %Local Cost Share = required match.

If there are components to the proposal, Table 5B should be used.
TABLE 5B – GRANT PROPOSAL SUMMARY BUDGET (MULTIPLE COMPONENTS)
GRANT PROPOSAL TITLE: _________________________________________________________
Grant proposal serves a need of a DA?: ☐ Yes
☐ No
Local Cost Share requested: ☐ 25%
☐ 15%
☐ 10%
☐ 0%
(a)
Requested Grant
Amount

(b)
Local Cost Share: NonState Fund Source2

(c)
Total Cost

(d)
% Local Cost Share
(Col (b)/ Col (c))

Component 1 Grant Administration

$0

$0

$0

%

Component 2: GSP Development

$0

$0

$0

%

Component 3: Title

$0

$0

$0

%

Component n: Title

$0

$0

$0

%

Budget Categories 1

Grand Total
$0
$0
$0
%
Sum rows (1) through (n) for each column
1 These components are shown here for example purpose only. Actual number of components may vary.
2 List sources of funding: Use as much space as required. Local Cost Share is calculated based on the total project cost (grant amount plus
match), not the grant amount. Total project cost x %Local Cost Share = required match.
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Proposal/Component Detailed Budget
Table 6 must be completed and there should be a Table 6 for each component in the proposal, if
applicable. Table 6A/B includes the required budget categories listed in Table 5A/B. If applicable,
additional rows must be added under the applicable budget categories to present the cost of each task
described in Attachment 3 – Work Plan. For example, if the Work Plan describes components at the
task and subtask level, the budget must also present costs at the task and subtask level.
If there are no components to the proposal, Table 6A should be used.
TABLE 6A – PROPOSAL/COMPONENT DETAILED BUDGET (NO COMPONENTS)
GRANT PROPOSAL TITLE: _________________________________________________________
(a)
Requested Grant
Amount

(b)
Local Cost Share: NonState Fund Source2

(c)
Total Cost

(a) Grant Administration

$0

$0

Total from Table 5A,
column (c), row (a)

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

--

Task 2. xx

$0

$0

--

Task n. xx

$0

$0

(b) Stakeholder Engagement / Outreach

$0

$0

-Total from Table 5A,
column (c), row (b)

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

--

Task n. xx

$0

$0

(c) GSP Development

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

-Total from Table 5A,
column (c), row (c)
--

Task n. xx

$0

$0

(d) Monitoring / Assessment

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

Task n. xx

$0
Grand Total from
Table 5A, column (a)
Proposal Total

Budget Categories 1

Grand Total
Sum rows (a) through (d) for each column

$0
Grand Total from
Table 5A, column (b)
Proposal Total

-Total from Table 5A,
column (c), row (d)
--Grand Total from Table
5A, column (c) Proposal
Total

1 Only

these Budget Categories shall be used. Tasks can be added for more detail.
sources of funding: Use as much space as required here. Local Cost Share is calculated based on the total project cost (grant amount
plus match), not the grant amount. Total project cost x %Local Cost Share = required match.
2 List
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If there are components to the proposal, Tables 6B should be used.
TABLE 6B – PROPOSAL/COMPONENT DETAILED BUDGET (MULTIPLE COMPONENTS)
GRANT PROPOSAL TITLE: _________________________________________________________
COMPONENT TITLE: COMPONENT 1: GRANT ADMINISTRATION
(a)
Requested Grant
Amount

(b)
Local Cost Share: NonState Fund Source2

(a) Grant Administration

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (a)
--

Task 2. xx

$0

$0

--

Task n. xx

$0
Grand Total from
Table 5B, column (a)
Proposal Total

Budget Categories 1

Grand Total
Sum rows in Category (a) for each column

$0
Grand Total from
Table 5B, column (b)
Proposal Total

(c)
Total Cost

-Grand Total from Table
5B, column (c) Proposal
Total

1 Only

these Budget Categories shall be used. Tasks can be added for more detail.
sources of funding: Use as much space as required here. Local Cost Share is calculated based on the total project cost (grant amount
plus match), not the grant amount. Total project cost x %Local Cost Share = required match.
2 List

TABLE 6B – PROPOSAL/COMPONENT DETAILED BUDGET (MULTIPLE COMPONENTS)
GRANT PROPOSAL TITLE: _________________________________________________________
COMPONENT TITLE: COMPONENT 2: GSP DEVELOPMENT
(a)
Requested Grant
Amount

(b)
Local Cost Share: NonState Fund Source2

(a) Component Administration

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (a)
--

Task 2. xx

$0

$0

--

Task n. xx

$0

$0

(b) Stakeholder Engagement / Outreach

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

-Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (b)
--

Task n. xx

$0

$0

--

(c) GSP Development

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

Task n. xx

$0

$0

(d) Monitoring / Assessment

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

Task n. xx

$0
Grand Total from
Table 5B, column (a)
Proposal Total

Budget Categories 1

Grand Total
Sum rows (a) through (d) for each column

$0
Grand Total from
Table 5B, column (b)
Proposal Total

(c)
Total Cost

Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (c)
--Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (d)
--Grand Total from Table
5B, column (c) Proposal
Total

1 Only

these Budget Categories shall be used. Tasks can be added for more detail.
sources of funding: Use as much space as required here. Local Cost Share is calculated based on the total project cost (grant amount
plus match), not the grant amount. Total project cost x %Local Cost Share = required match.
2 List
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Copy and paste the following Table 6B for all remaining components:
TABLE 6B – GRANT PROPOSAL SUMMARY BUDGET (NO COMPONENTS)
GRANT PROPOSAL TITLE: _________________________________________________________
COMPONENT TITLE: ______________________________________________________________
(a)
Requested Grant
Amount

(b)
Local Cost Share: NonState Fund Source2

(a) Component Administration

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (a)
--

Task 2. xx

$0

$0

--

Task n. xx

$0

$0

Budget Categories 1

(c)
Total Cost

-Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (b)
--

(b) Land Purchase / Easement

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

Task n. xx

$0

$0

(c) Planning / Design / Environmental

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

--

Task n. xx

$0

$0

(d) Implementation / Construction

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

-Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (d)
--

Task n. xx

$0

$0

(e) Monitoring / Assessment

$0

$0

Task 1. xx

$0

$0

Task n. xx

$0
Grand Total from
Table 5B, column (a)
Proposal Total

Grand Total
Sum rows (a) through (e) for each column

$0
Grand Total from
Table 5B, column (b)
Proposal Total

-Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (c)

-Total from Table 5B,
column (c), row (e)
--Grand Total from Table
5B, column (c) Proposal
Total

1 Only

these Budget Categories shall be used. Tasks can be added for more detail.
sources of funding: Use as much space as required here. Local Cost Share is calculated based on the total project cost (grant amount
plus match), not the grant amount. Total project cost x %Local Cost Share = required match.
2 List

ATTACHMENT 5. SCHEDULE
For the “AttachmentName” in the naming convention of GRanTS, use “Att5_SGM_Schedule_#of#” for
this attachment. Attachment 5 shall include a schedule for each component showing the sequence and
timing of each of the tasks. Attachment 5 shall also include a schedule for implementation of the
proposal showing the sequence and timing of each of the proposed components, as shown in Table 7A
– Grant Proposal Schedule (No Components) and Table 7B (Multiple Components).
The Schedule template (Table 7A/B) should be downloaded from DWR’s SGM webpage at the following
link: www.water.ca.gov/sgmgrants. Any changes made to this template, reluctance to use of the
template, or changes made to the font type and size will not be reviewed or scored by DWR’s technical
staff. However, if there are no components to the proposal, those rows may be removed.
The Schedule, Attachment 5, must be consistent with the Work Plan (Attachment 3) and the Budget
(Attachment 4). The proposal completion dates presented in the schedule must have an end date of no
later than April 30, 2022 for GSP development alone and an end date no later than October 31,
2022 for those applications that include a construction project.
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TABLE 7A – GRANT PROPOSAL SCHEDULE (NO COMPONENTS)
GRANT PROPOSAL TITLE: _________________________________________________________
Categories

Start Date
(Earliest Start Date)

End Date
(Latest End Date)

(a) Grant Agreement Administration
Task n. xx
(b) Stakeholder Engagement / Outreach
Task n. xx
(c) GSP Development
Task n. xx
(d) Monitoring / Assessment
Task n. xx

TABLE 7B – GRANT PROPOSAL SCHEDULE (MULTIPLE COMPONENTS)
GRANT PROPOSAL TITLE: _________________________________________________________
COMPONENT TITLE: ______________________________________________________________
Categories

Start Date

End Date

Component 1: Grant Agreement Administration

Earliest Start Date

Latest End Date

Earliest Start Date

Latest End Date

Earliest Start Date

Latest End Date

(a) Grant Agreement Administration
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
Component 2: GSP Development
(a) Component Administration
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
(b) Stakeholder Engagement / Outreach
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
(c) GSP Development
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
(d) Monitoring / Assessment
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
Component n: Title
(a) Component Administration
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
(b) Land Purchase / Easement
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
(c) Planning / Design / Environmental
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
(d) Implementation / Construction
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
(e) Monitoring / Assessment
Task 1. xx
Task n. xx
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ATTACHMENT 6. SDAC, DAC, AND/OR EDA (AS APPLICABLE )
If claiming DA status, then the “AttachmentName” in the naming convention of GRanTS should be
“Att6_SGM_ SDAC-DAC-EDA _#of#”. Attachment 6 is required for applicants requesting a cost share
waiver or reduction.
DWR strongly recommends that applicants consult the 2019 Guidelines Appendix D to determine if the
project benefit area includes a DA, and for details on waiving or reducing cost share requirements.
Applicants should ensure the description of the DA is adequate for DWR to determine whether the
communities meet the definitions.
Include information that supports the project benefits a DA(s), such as a map or shapefile that shows
the project benefit area and the location of the DA(s). Include information that demonstrates support
for the project by DA(s) (e.g., letter(s) of support from DA(s)).
Where the lack of representative census data that adequately represents the community can be
documented, alternative studies (local income surveys, a subset of a block group, etc.) may be
substituted in the attachment. In determining the median household income (MHI) for DA, applicants
may use a single type of census geography or combinations of census geographies that best represent
the DA.
For the applicants with Geographic Information System (GIS) capability, the GIS data files used within
the DAC and EDA mapping tools are available to download and use and can be found at the following
link: https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans/Mapping-Tools. These GIS files will allow
applicants to combine project area shape files with DA data layers. This will help applicants show the
extent of overlap or project areas with DAs.

VI. APPLICATION REVIEW
All applications will first be screened for eligibility and completeness in accordance with Section VI. of
the 2019 Guidelines and Section III. of this PSP. The information provided by applicants in GRanTS, as
well as Attachments 1 through 5 of the application, will be used in determining eligibility and
completeness. All proposals shall be submitted into GRanTS by November 1, 2019.
All complete and eligible applications will be evaluated, scored and ranked based on the evaluation
questions presented below in Table 8 – Application Evaluation Criteria.
For a proposal with multiple components, the evaluation will be repeated for each component. The
score for a proposal with multiple components will be determined by summing each individual
component’s total score, dividing that summation by the number of components (component average
score), and then rounding up or down to the nearest whole number (final score).
For example, a proposal that includes three components, the scoring breakdown is as follows:
Component

Component Total Score

1
2
3
Total Score =

8
6
5
19

Component Average Score

Final Proposal Score

19 points / 3 component = 6.33

6

DWR staff may recommend reducing individual grant amounts from the requested amount. However,
such reductions will be considered only if technical reviewers have indicated that the budget is too
high for the task(s) described or some tasks are determined to be ineligible for the grant program or
are not necessary for project completion. A reduction would also be weighed against whether the
reduced funding would impede project implementation or if the proposed budget is determined
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inconsistent with similar projects. A reduction in requested grant funds can also occur when a greater
number of well-qualified projects are requesting grant funds greater than the funding available.
If multiple applications are received within a basin for projects, DWR will contact the applicants and
request that a consolidated application for the basin be submitted before the close of the open filing
period. If identified after the close of the solicitation, DWR will work with the multiple applicants to
consolidate, if awarded.

VII. AWARD PROCESS
Funding will be allocated to proposals consistent with minimum and maximum award amounts, using
the proposal score, professional judgement, and available funding. DWR’s funding recommendation
may vary from grant funding requests.
Following funding awards, DWR will execute a grant agreement with the Grantee. Grant agreements
are not executed until signed by authorized representatives of the Grantee and DWR. The Grantees
have approximately six months to obtain an executed grant agreement after the grant award
notification letter is sent by DWR. The exact date for grant agreement execution will be outlined in the
grant award notification letter. DWR reserves the right to withdraw an award due to lack of
responsiveness on the part of the applicant.
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TABLE 8 – APPLICATION EVALUATION CRITERIA (FOR PROJECT OR COMPONENT)
Q#

Questions

Attachment(s)

Possible
Points

3

2

0 – No; 1 – Less than fully addressed,
2 – Fully addressed

3

4

0 – No; 1 – Marginally addressed; 2 –
Mostly addressed, with significant
details not included or unclear; 3 –
Mostly addressed, with minor details
not included or unclear; 4 – Fully
addressed

3

2

0 – No; 1 – Less than fully addressed,
2 – Fully addressed

Scoring Guidance

Project Description

1

Does the Project Description demonstrate the goals, objectives, and needs of the
project (data needed, technical methods, etc.)? If multiple components, does it
demonstrate how they work together as a whole to address the goals, objectives, and
needs? Was there a regional and project map(s) depicting the site location, current
conditions, and benefitting area?
Does the Project Description describe a well-coordinated proposal including a GSP(s)
that encompasses the entire basin or describes why a portion of the basin is not covered
in the proposal? Does it describe how well the multiple GSA(s) surrounding and within
the basin are working together?

2

If the applicant received Round 2 funds, did they explain in detail how these funds will
not overlap the current grant efforts or, if they will, significant justification as to why
these additional funds are needed with no additional tasks? If they are adding additional
tasks from their Round 2 grant, are the newly proposed tasks consistent with the
current agreement?

Project Benefits

3

Did the applicant identify the DA and/or Tribe that the project will benefit? Do the
Project Benefits demonstrate that the goals and objectives of the project provide
measurable benefits to the DA and/or Tribe? NOTE: The benefits claimed must
demonstrate a meaningful, quantifiable benefit to a DA and/or Tribe. Did the applicant
provide letters of support from the community (-ies) or representatives of those
communities? Letters of support are required to obtain these points unless justification
for the lack of letters is sufficient to support claimed benefits.

Technical Expertise

4

Does the Work Plan identify the roles and responsibilities of the applicant and
cooperating entities? Does the applicant demonstrate the appropriate experience,
knowledge, and skills necessary to successfully complete the project? Did the applicant
provide documentation that tasks associated with implementation components in the
Work Plan will be prepared by or under the direction of a professional geologist or
professional engineer?

3

3

0 – No; 1 – Marginally addressed; 2 –
Mostly addressed, with minor details
not included or unclear; 3 – Fully
addressed

5

Does the Work Plan outline how they will meet the SGMA regulations and DWR
requirements in the development of the GSP? Did the applicant provide letters of
support from other GSAs in or adjacent to their basin or an explanation why letters of
support were not possible? Did the applicant provide assurances that the GSA, or entity
representing a GSA, will have a completed GSP at the close of the grant that will be
adopted and submitted to DWR for review by the required due date?

3

2

0 – No; 1 – Less than fully addressed,
2 – Fully addressed
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TABLE 8 – APPLICATION EVALUATION CRITERIA (FOR PROJECT OR COMPONENT)
Questions

Attachment(s)

Possible
Points

Does the Scope of Work contain a list of deliverables that includes tasks for developing,
preparing, and submitting a complete GSP in enough detail that the description can be
used to develop a grant agreement, if awarded? Does the Work Plan include a
discussion of coordination with other entities, agencies, and/or organizations; detailed
description of the approach and practices the project is proposing to use and technical
basis for approach; and a discussion of the required permits, environmental
documentation and landowner/access agreements required to implement project and
their status?

3

3

0 – No; 1 – Marginally addressed; 2 –
Mostly addressed, with minor details
not included or unclear; 3 – Fully
addressed

Q#

Scoring Guidance

Scope of Work and Deliverables

6

Budget and Schedule

7

Is the Budget complete and reasonable to execute the Work Plan on the Schedule
provided? Is Budget consistent with the Work Plan Scope of Work and Schedule? (e.g.,
tasks and subtasks outlined in the Scope of Work are also outlined in the same level of
detail within the Budget and Schedule tables?)

3, 4, 5

3

0 – No; 1 – Marginally addressed; 2 –
Mostly addressed, with minor details
not included or unclear; 3 – Fully
addressed

8

Does the Schedule demonstrate that the project will be completed by the SGMA
deadline for the respective basin (January 31, 2022 for high and medium priority
basins)? Given the level of effort described in the Work Plan, does the Schedule seem
reasonable (e.g., status of required permit(s) and CEQA)?

3 and 5

3

0 – No; 1 – Marginally addressed; 2 –
Mostly addressed, with minor details
not included or unclear; 3 – Fully
addressed

Total Range of Possible Points

0-22
Total Project Level Score for all proposed components
Average Project Level Score = (Total Project Score/# of Components); rounded to nearest whole number
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FOREWORD
This document contains the California Department of Water Resources’ (DWR) Sustainable
Groundwater Management (SGM) Grant Program Guidelines for Planning and Implementation
funding. The document establishes the general process, procedures, and criteria that DWR will use to
implement the Round 3 SGM Planning Grant and the Round 1 Implementation Grant solicitations
funded by the California Drought, Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal Protection, and Outdoor Access For
All Act of 2018 (Proposition 68) and the Water Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act
of 2014 (Proposition 1).

GRANT PROGRAM WEBSITE
DWR will use the SGM Grant Program website (https://water.ca.gov/sgmgrants) as a communication
tool for public notification of the status of the grant solicitations and other pertinent information. See
Appendix A for other useful web links.

E-MAIL LIST
In addition to the above-referenced website, DWR will distribute information via e-mail. If you are not
already on the SGM e-mail contact list, please use the following link to be added to the list:
www.water.ca.gov/sgmgrants and click the “Subscribe” button in the lower right of the webpage.

CONTACT INFORMATION
For questions about these Guidelines, please contact DWR’s Financial Assistance Branch at (916) 6519613 or by e-mail at SGWP@water.ca.gov.

SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
USED IN THESE GUIDELINES AND APPENDICES
AB

Assembly Bill

ACS

American Community Survey

AWMP

Agricultural Water Management Plan

CASGEM

California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring

CEDEN

California Environmental Data Exchange Network

CEQA

California Environmental Quality Act

DA

Disadvantaged Areas

DAC

Disadvantaged Community

DWR

Department of Water Resources

EDA

Economically Distressed Area

GAMA

Groundwater Ambient Monitoring and Assessment Program

GIS

Geographic Information System

GRanTS

Grants Review and Tracking System

GSA

Groundwater Sustainability Agency

GSP

Groundwater Sustainability Plan

GWMP

Groundwater Management Plan

IRWM

Integrated Regional Water Management

MHI

Median Household Income

NAHC

Native American Heritage Commission

OPR

The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research

PSP

Proposal Solicitation Package

SB

Senate Bill

SDAC

Severely Disadvantaged Community

SGM

Sustainable Groundwater Management

SGMA

Sustainable Groundwater Management Act

SWRCB

State Water Resources Control Board

SWRP

Stormwater Resources Plan

UWMP

Urban Water Management Plan
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I.

PURPOSE AND USE

These guidelines provide the process and general procedures that DWR will use to administer
solicitations, submittal and review of grant applications, and award of grants funded by Proposition 68
and Proposition 1. These guidelines supersede the previously issued Sustainable Groundwater
Planning Grant Program 2015 Grant Program Guidelines for purposes of upcoming solicitations.
Individual Proposal Solicitation Packages (PSPs) will contain detailed information on how to apply for
each grant solicitation. The PSP for specific grant solicitation(s), as available, can be downloaded from
the DWR website listed in the Foreword.
Additional changes to the guidelines may be necessary due to new legislation or changes in State
water management policy. If additional changes are necessary, these guidelines will be amended and
subject to a public review process per Public Resources Code § 80010(a)(1).

II.

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The SGM Grant Program is funded through Proposition 68, Chapter 11.6. Details regarding the
planning and implementation funds are provided below.

A.

Funding

Proposition 68 amended the Public Resources Code to add, among other sections, § 80146
authorizing the Legislature to appropriate General Obligation Bond funds for competitive grants for
projects that develop and implement groundwater plans and projects in accordance with groundwater
planning requirements established under Division 6 (commencing with Water Code § 10000).
Proposition 68 also authorized the Legislature to appropriate General Obligation Bond funds for
competitive grants for projects that address drought and groundwater investments to achieve
regional sustainability for investments in groundwater recharge with surface water, stormwater,
recycled water, and other conjunctive use projects; and projects to prevent or clean up contamination
of groundwater that serves as a source of drinking water. After program delivery and bond issuance
costs, $46.25 million is available for planning grant awards and at least $88 million is available for
implementation grant awards.
Additional information on Proposition 68 can be found at the following website:
http://bondaccountability.resources.ca.gov/p68.aspx. Specific information on the amount of funding
available for each solicitation and the types of eligible projects will be listed within the individual PSP.

B.

Minimum Local Cost Share Requirements

A match of 25 percent (%) of local cost share (matching fund) is required. Local cost share may
include, but is not limited to, federal funds, local funding, or donated services from non-State
sources. A more detailed definition of “Local Cost Share” can be found in Appendix B.
The local cost share requirement may be waived or reduced for projects that directly benefit a
severely disadvantaged community (SDAC), disadvantaged community (DAC), or an economically
distressed area (EDA). SDAC, DAC, and EDA will collectively be referred to as Disadvantaged Areas
(DAs) within the 2019 Guidelines and the individual PSPs. See Appendix D for guidance regarding
determining DA status. Local cost share waiver information will be provided in the individual PSPs.

C.

Competition

Grants will be awarded on a competitive basis (Public Resources Code § 80146). The proposals will be
evaluated for eligibility, completeness, technical merit, and ranked by applying the scoring criterion
outlined in the individual PSP(s).

SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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III.
A.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Eligible Grant Applicants

Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) or member agencies of GSAs for the basin(s) are eligible
to apply for the grant funds under the SGM Grant Program. Specific information regarding eligibility is
provided in the individual PSPs.

B.

Eligible Project Types

Eligible project types for the SGM Planning and Implementation Grants must include one or more of
the activities listed below. Detailed information is provided in the individual PSPs.
Planning – Activities and/or tasks that assist in the development and/or implementation of a GSP
(Public Resources Code § 80146(b)) as outlined in SGMA and the applicable SGMA implementing
regulations (California Code of Regulations., tit. 23, § 350 et seq.).
Implementation – Activities and/or tasks that include the development of groundwater recharge
projects with surface water, stormwater, recycled water, and other conjunctive use projects; and/or
projects that prevent or clean up contamination of groundwater that serves as a source of drinking
water (Public Resources Code § 80146(a)). Other eligible project types are projects and programs
that support water supply reliability, water conservation, and water use efficiency and water banking,
exchange, and reclamation.

C.

Eligibility Criteria

Applicants must meet all relevant eligibility criteria listed below to be considered for funding.
Additional eligibility criteria may be applicable to specific appropriations of funding. Such
appropriation specific elements will be listed in the relevant PSP. Grantees must continue to meet
these requirements throughout the term of their grant agreement, to continue receiving grant funds.
A Grantee that fails to meet these requirements may result in a suspension of processing invoices
until the eligibility criteria are met. DWR reserves the right to terminate a funding agreement where a
Grantee does not meet the eligibility requirements outlined in the grant agreement.
 Agricultural Water Management Plan (AWMP). An agricultural water supplier shall adopt and
submit an AWMP in accordance with the Agricultural Water Management Planning Act (Water Code
§ 10800 et seq.) to be eligible for SGM Grant Program funding. The 2015 AWMPs were due to
DWR by December 31, 2015. For additional information regarding AWMP and to request technical
assistance, please visit the Water Use and Efficiency website listed in Appendix A.
 California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring (CASGEM) Compliance. Water
Code § 10920 et seq., establishes a groundwater monitoring program designed to monitor and
report groundwater elevations in all or part of a basin or subbasin. Information on the
requirements of the CASGEM Program can be found at the CASGEM link listed in Appendix A. DWR
has established high, medium, low, and very low priority groundwater basins, as well as CASGEM
monitoring entities. Water Code § 10927 identifies potential CASGEM monitoring entities.
Applicants who match the list for potential CASGEM monitoring entities, and whose jurisdictional
boundaries include high or medium priority basins with no CASGEM monitoring entity, will not be
eligible for a SGM Grant Program award pursuant to Water Code § 10933.7(a). Consistent with
Water Code § 10933.7(b), if the entire service area of the grant applicant is demonstrated to be a
DAC, as defined in Appendix B, the project will be considered eligible for grant funding
notwithstanding CASGEM compliance. A Grantee that is a monitoring entity for the basin or
subbasin must provide proof of data submittal twice a year to the assigned Project Manager for
the grant to maintain continuing eligibility.
Water Code § 10927 identifies GSAs as entities that may assume responsibility for the monitoring
and reporting of groundwater elevations as required by § 10920 et seq. Following a GSAs
submittal of a GSP, compliance with this section is required to continue through the monitoring
SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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and reporting of groundwater elevations as required by the GSA per the GSP regulations (23 CCR
§ 350 et seq.), rather than the previously defined monitoring entity.
 Climate Change. Applicants seeking funding shall demonstrate that the applicant’s project
contributes to addressing the risks in the region to water supply and water infrastructure arising
from climate change (Water Code § 79742(e)). To the extent practicable, applicants shall
measure the amount of greenhouse gas emissions reduced and carbon sequestered resulting from
the implementation project funded by the SGM Grant Program. (Public Resources Code §
80001(b)(7)).
 Consistency with the Delta Plan. For projects occurring, in whole or in part, within the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta or Suisun Marsh, successful applicants shall engage in early
consultation with the Delta Stewardship Council (Council) regarding the Council’s regulatory
policies that may be potentially applicable to the project and the consistency of the project with
the Delta Plan. Any project that is determined to be a “covered action” within the meaning of the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Reform Act of 2009 (Delta Reform Act; Water Code, § 85000 et
seq.), shall be subject to the filing with the Council of a “Certification of Consistency” that
provides detailed findings regarding the project’s consistency with the Delta Plan in accordance
with the Delta Reform Act and the Council’s regulatory policies.
 Groundwater Management Compliance. For groundwater implementation projects that directly
affect groundwater levels or quality, the applicant must self-certify that one or more option below
has been/is being satisfied. A local agency that does not prepare, adopt, and submit its
Groundwater Management Plan (GWMP) in accordance with groundwater planning requirements
established under Division 6 of the Water Code (Water Code § 10000 et seq.) is ineligible to apply
for implementation grant funds until the plan is prepared and submitted in accordance with the
requirements of Division 6 of the Water Code. The groundwater management plan requirement
shall not apply to a water replenishment district formed pursuant to Water Code § 60000 et seq.,
or to a local agency that serves or has authority to manage an adjudicated groundwater basin
(Water Code § 79742(b)).
The recent passage of the SGMA (Water Code § 10720 et seq.) changes grant eligibility related to
groundwater management compliance. Various SGMA requirements become effective over time.
Applicants will need to maintain continuing eligibility with the most current SGMA requirements as
they come into effect. Applicants with groundwater projects must follow specific instructions
contained in the solicitation PSPs on what to submit for groundwater management eligibility as
SGMA is implemented.

 SGMA – SGMA (Water Code § 10720 et seq.) specifies actions for critically overdrafted

groundwater basins, high and medium priority basins, and low and very low priority basins.
Groundwater project proponents must demonstrate how their project is consistent with SGMA
efforts in the basin. To be eligible to receive Implementation grant funds, applicants must be
from a medium or high priority basin with either:

•

An adopted GSP that has been submitted to DWR for review and deemed complete by
DWR, or

•

An approved Alternative to a GSP.

 GWMP Compliance – The applicant and the project proponent responsible, if different, must
meet one of the following conditions (Water Code § 10753.7 (b)(1)):
•
•

Conform to the requirements of an adjudication of water rights in the subject groundwater
basin.
For projects in a high or medium priority basin, as designated by DWR, a GWMP that
complies with Water Code § 10753.7 must have been prepared, implemented, and adopted
before January 1, 2015. If the GWMP was not adopted by January 1, 2015, then the
project(s) is (are) not eligible to receive funding (Water Code § 10750.1 (a)). However,
this does not apply to a plan submitted as an alternative pursuant to Water Code §
10733.6, unless DWR has not determined that the alternative satisfies the objectives of
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•
•

Water Code, Part 2.74 (commencing with § 10720) on or before January 31, 2020, or DWR
later determines that the plan does not satisfy the objectives (Water Code § 10750.1 (c)).
Participate or consent to be subject to a GWMP, basin-wide management plan, or other
Integrated Regional Water Management (IRWM) Program or plan that meets the
requirements of Water Code § 10753.7.
For projects located in low or very low priority groundwater basins, as designated by DWR,
without an existing GWMP, the proposal must commit to adopting, within one-year of the
grant application submittal date, a GWMP that meets the requirements of Water Code §
10753.7 or a GSP that meets the requirements of Water Code § 10727 et seq.

 Open and Transparent Water Data. Recipients of State funds through grants or contracts for
research or projects relating to the improvement of water or ecological data shall, as a condition
of the receipt of a grant or contract, adhere to the protocols developed pursuant to subdivision (a)
for data sharing, transparency, documentation, and quality control (Water Code § 12406(b)).
 Public Utilities and Mutual Water Companies. A project(s) proposed by a public utility
regulated by the Public Utilities Commission or a mutual water company shall have a clear and
definite public purpose and shall benefit the customers of the water system and not the investors
(Water Code § 79712(b)(1)).
 Stormwater Resource Plan (SWRP) Compliance. Senate Bill (SB) 985 (Water Code §
10563(c)) requires the development of a SWRP or functionally equivalent plan for stormwater and
dry weather runoff capture projects to receive grant funds through these provisions. The
requirement is waived for DACs with a population of 20,000 or less and that is not a co-permittee
for a municipal separate stormwater system national pollutant discharge elimination system
permit issued to a municipality with a population greater the 20,000. Please see Appendix B for
the definitions of “stormwater” and “stormwater and dry weather capture”.
 Surface Water Diversion Reporting Compliance. A diverter of surface water is not eligible for
a water grant or loan awarded or administered by the State unless it complies with surface water
diversion reporting requirements outlined in Part 5.1 (commencing with § 5100) of Division 2 of
the Water Code.
 Sustainable Water Use and Demand Reduction. SBx7-7 (Water Code § 10608 et seq.)
conditions the receipt of a water management grant or loan for urban water suppliers on gallons
per capita per day reduction targets with the end goal of a 20% reduction by 2020.
 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP). An urban water supplier shall adopt and submit an
UWMP in accordance with the Urban Water Management Planning Act (Water Code § 10610 et
seq.) to DWR to be eligible for SGM Grant Program funding. Eligible Urban Water Suppliers must
have a 2015 UWMP that has been verified as complete by DWR before a grant agreement will be
executed. The 2015 UWMPs were due to DWR by July 1, 2016. In addition, per Executive Order
B29-15, urban water suppliers must provide the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB)
with monthly information on water usage, conservation, and enforcement on a permanent basis.
 Water Metering Compliance. Any urban water supplier applying for State grant funds for
wastewater treatment projects, water use efficiency projects, drinking water treatment projects,
or for a permit for a new or expanded water supply, shall demonstrate that they meet the water
meter requirements in Water Code § 525 et seq.

IV.

GENERAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

All applicants that are awarded a grant through the SGM Grant Program must comply with the
following general program requirements. Before proceeding with the application process, applicants
must consider their ability to comply with these requirements.

A.

Conflict of Interest

All participants are subject to State and Federal conflict of interest laws. Failure to comply with these
laws, including business and financial disclosure provisions, will result in the application being
rejected and any subsequent grant agreement being declared void. Other legal action may also be
SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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taken. Before applying, applicants are urged to seek legal counsel regarding conflict of interest
requirements. Applicable statues include, but are not limited to, Government Code § 1090 and Public
Resources Code § 10410 and § 10411.

B.

Confidentiality

Any privacy rights, as well as other confidentiality protections afforded by law with respect to the
application package, will be waived once the proposal has been submitted to DWR. The locations of all
funded projects, including the locations of management measures or practices implemented, must be
reported to DWR and will be available to the public. Project information may be shared to the public
through internet-accessible databases, search engines, and websites. DWR uses Global Positioning
System coordinates for project and sampling locations.
Assembly Bill (AB) 1755 (Ch. 506, Article 3. § 12415 (b)(1)) requires data related to reservoir
operations, groundwater use, groundwater levels, urban water use, and land use to be integrated into
a Statewide water data platform. Once approved for funding, all water data related to a grant funded
project will be submitted to the developed water data platform and subject to public release.

C.

CEQA Compliance

Activities funded under the SGM Grant Program regardless of funding source must be in compliance
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Public Resources Code § 21000 et seq.).
Public Resources Code § 21080.3.1 requires the CEQA lead agency to consider project effects on
Tribal cultural resources and to conduct consultation with California Native American Tribes. Appendix
C contains additional information on Tribe Notification.

D.

Labor Compliance

Grantees are bound by all the provisions of the Labor Code regarding prevailing wages and shall
monitor all contracts funded by the SGM Grant Program to assure that the prevailing wage provisions
of the Labor Code are being met. Pursuant to Labor Code § 3700, Grantees and/or their contractors
are required to be insured against liability for workers’ compensation or to undertake self-insurance.
Tribal governments may have other labor compliance requirements or obligations; Tribes are
encouraged to consult their legal counsel and the California Department of Industrial Relations to
determine their specific labor compliance obligations.
For additional information on Labor Code compliance, please refer to the Department of Industrial
Relations website listed in the Appendix A. Before applying, applicants are urged to seek legal
counsel regarding California Labor Code compliance.

E.

Data Monitoring Requirements

Projects that collect surface or groundwater water quality monitoring data shall collect and report the
data in a manner consistent with the SWRCB database, the California Environmental Data Exchange
Network (CEDEN). See Appendix A for web links to CEDEN. See Appendix B for the definition of water
quality.
If a project’s work plan contains groundwater water quality monitoring, groundwater quality
monitoring data shall be submitted to the State for inclusion in the SWRCB’s Groundwater Ambient
Monitoring and Assessment (GAMA) Program. Information on the GAMA Program can be obtained at
the website listed in Appendix A. Projects that collect watershed monitoring data shall collect and
report the data in a manner consistent with the Department of Conservation’s Statewide watershed
monitoring program (Water Code § 79704).

F.

Signage or Acknowledgement of Credit

To the extent practicable, a project supported by funds made available through this program will
include signage or other relevant forms of acknowledgement informing the public that the project
SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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received funds from the California Drought, Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal Protection, and Outdoor
Access For All Act of 2018 (Public Resources Code § 80001(b)(3)). If the grant is funded using
Proposition 1 funds, to the extent practicable, a project supported by funds made available through
this program will include signage or other relevant forms of acknowledgement informing the public
that the project received funds from the Water Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act
of 2014 (Water Code § 79707(g)). Additional information will be provided by the assigned DWR
Project Manager, if awarded.

G.

Limited Waiver of Sovereign Immunity

DWR acknowledges federally recognized Tribes are protected by the doctrine of sovereign immunity.
Further, DWR acknowledges that there are several types of Tribal land ownership, such as the
following:
• Land that is owned by or subject to an ownership of possessory interest of the Tribe;
• Land that is “Indian Lands” of the Tribe, as that term is defined by 25 United States Code,
§ 81(a)(1); or
• Land that is owned by a Tribal entity, or Tribe, within the external border of such Indian lands.
If a Tribe is awarded grant funding, DWR will consult with the Tribe on a government to government
basis prior to the execution of a grant agreement.

H.

California Conservation Corps

Per Public Resources Code § 80016, preference will be given to those applications that include the
services of the California Conservation Corps or certified community conservation corps, as defined in
Public Resources Code § 14507.5.

I.

Operations and Maintenance

The Grantee shall maintain and operate the facility and structures constructed or improved as part of
the project throughout the useful life of the project, consistent with the purposes for which this grant
was made. The Grantee assumes all operations and maintenance costs of the facilities and structures;
DWR shall not be liable for any cost of such maintenance, management, or operation. Operation costs
include direct costs incurred for material and labor needed for operations, utilities, insurance, and
similar expenses. Maintenance costs include ordinary repairs and replacements of a recurring nature
necessary to prolong the life of capital assets and basic structures, and the expenditure of funds
necessary to replace or reconstruct capital assets or basic structures.

J.

Competitive Bidding and Procurement

A Grantee’s contracts with other entities for the acquisition of goods and services and construction of
public works with funds provided by the State must be in writing and shall comply with all applicable
laws and regulations regarding the securing of competitive bids and undertaking competitive
negotiations. If a Grantee does not have a written policy to award contracts through a competitive
bidding or sole source process, the Department of General Services’ State Contracting Manual rules
must be followed and are available at: https://www.dgs.ca.gov/OLS/Resources/Page-Content/Officeof-Legal-Services-Resources-List-Folder/State-Contracting.

K.

Income Restrictions

Any grant funds received, or any capital asset acquired or constructed in any part with grant funds,
may not be used to generate income of any kind. The funding recipient shall agree that any refunds,
rebates, credits, or other amounts (including any interest) accruing to or received by the funding
recipient pursuant to this Program shall be paid by the funding recipient to the State, to the extent
that they are properly allocable to costs for which the funding recipient has been paid or reimbursed
by the State pursuant to a funding agreement.
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V.

PROGRAM PREFERENCES

Proposition 68 (Public Resources Code § 80000 et seq.) identifies various priorities or considerations
that shall be given to proposals (see Appendix B for definition of proposal, proposed project, and
project), and are listed below. The SGM Grant Program has funding preferences in addition to
Proposition 68 and are also provided below. Both the Proposition 68 priorities and the SGM Grant
Program preferences are referred to collectively as the “Program Preferences.”
DWR staff will evaluate each application to ensure that the proposal, when applicable, takes into
consideration the Program Preferences. The individual PSPs will identify how these Program
Preferences may be used as a component of the scoring criteria, where applicable. Refer to the
individual PSP for additional information.
 For both Planning and Implementation


Preference will be given to projects that leverage private, federal, or local funding or produce
the greatest public benefits that address the most critical statewide needs (Public Resources
Code § 80001(b)(2)).



Preference will be given to projects that directly benefit DAC(s) or SDAC(s).

 Planning


Preference will be given to proposals from groundwater basins that did not receive grant
funding from the 2017 Round 2 Planning grant solicitation.

 Implementation


Preference will be given to projects that include one or more of the following components:







VI.
A.

Efficient use and conservation of water supplies (Public Resources Code §
80010(a)(2)).
Use of recycled water (Public Resources Code § 80010(a)(2)).
The capture of stormwater to reduce stormwater runoff, reduce water pollution, or
recharge groundwater supplies, or a combination thereof (Public Resources Code §
80010(a)(2)).
Water efficiencies, stormwater capture for infiltration or reuse, or carbon sequestration
(Public Resources Code § 80018).
Preference will be given to those proposals that include the services of the California
Conservation Corps or certified community conservation corps, as defined in Public
Resources Code § 14507.5 (Public Resources Code § 80016).

PROPOSAL SELECTION
Solicitation Notice

DWR will solicit grant proposals with the release of respective final PSPs.
The PSPs provide detailed instructions on how to submit proposals and specific information on
solicitation process. The PSPs will be made available on the DWR website listed in the Foreword. A
solicitation notice will be e-mailed to all interested parties on the SGM Grant Program mailing list and
posted on the website listed in the Foreword.
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B.

Proposal Submittal

Grant application processes will utilize electronic submittals. Submission of applications will be
through DWR’s Grant Review and Tracking System (GRanTS). The PSPs for any given solicitation will
contain specific instructions and links to GRanTS.

C.

Eligibility Review

Applications will be evaluated for compliance with the Eligibility Criteria, Section III.C. Applications
that are determined to be ineligible will not be reviewed or considered for funding.

D.

Completeness Review

Each eligible application will be evaluated for completeness in accordance with the PSPs.

E.

Review Process

The appropriate review process will be described in each PSP.

F.

Grant Awards

Based on the proposal evaluations and the recommended draft funding list, the DWR Director will
approve a final funding list and the associated funding commitments. Following approval by the
Director, the selected grant recipients will receive an award notification letter officially notifying them
of their selection, the grant amount, the local cost share required, and other pertinent conditions.

G.

Grant Agreement

Following the grant award, DWR will execute a grant agreement with the grant recipient. Grant
agreements are not executed until signed by the authorized representative of the grant recipient and
DWR. Grant recipients will need to provide a resolution from their governing board accepting the
funds and designating a representative authorized to execute the contract and sign requests for
disbursement (i.e., invoices).
A template for the agreement will be posted on the SGM Grant Program website. It is HIGHLY
recommended that applicants review the grant agreement template prior to submission of their
proposal. If applicants are not able to abide by the terms and conditions contained therein, applicants
should NOT submit a proposal. The agreement template also outlines invoicing and reporting
requirements.

H.

Eligible Costs

For costs to be eligible for reimbursement, the costs must be consistent with the “reimbursable costs”
definition contained in Appendix B and must be incurred after the effective date listed in the individual
PSPs and prior to the termination of the grant agreement. Advanced funds will not be provided.
For costs to be eligible for consideration as local cost share, the costs must be consistent with the
“local cost share” definition in Appendix B and incurred after the funding match eligibility date
specified in the individual PSP.

I.

DWR Additional Authority

Funds may become available from projects which are withdrawn or completed under budget. DWR
has the authority to withdraw grant funds from Grantees that are non-responsive. The Division Chief
of the Division of Regional Assistance at DWR shall have the authority to utilize these funds toward
potential projects that applied during the funding solicitation and were not awarded, or for
augmenting the scope and budget of grants previously awarded that were not awarded the maximum
grant amount. Additional activities and tasks funded under existing grants will be subject to the
Guidelines and individual PSPs and must complement or further the goals of the existing grant.
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APPENDIX A
USEFUL WEB LINKS
DWR
Homepage:

http://www.water.ca.gov/

Financial Assistance Programs:

https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans

SGM Grant Program:

DAC and EDA Mapping Tools and
Data:
2016 IRWM Plan Update Status;
Plan Standards Review Tool:

Water Metering Self-Certification
Form:
California Water Plan:

Water Use and Efficiency Branch:
Urban Water Management Plans:
Agricultural Water Management
Plans:

General Groundwater Management:
Economic Modeling and Analysis
Tools:
Climate Change Website:
SGMA website:

https://water.ca.gov/sgmgrants

https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans/Mapping-Tools
https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans/IRWM-GrantPrograms/Plan-Review-Process

https://water.ca.gov/-/media/DWR-Website/Web-Pages/Work-WithUs/Grants-And-Loans/IRWM-Grants/Files/IRWM-Grant-ProgramResources/Forms/wateruseprojectcert_a.pdf
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/California-Water-Plan

https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Water-Use-And-Efficiency

https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Water-Use-And-Efficiency/Urban-Water-UseEfficiency/Urban-Water-Management-Plans
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Water-Use-And-Efficiency/AgriculturalWater-Use-Efficiency
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Groundwater-Management

https://water.ca.gov/Library/Modeling-and-Analysis/Statewide-models-andtools/Economic-Modeling-and-Analysis-Tools
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/All-Programs/Climate-Change-Program

SWRCB

https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Groundwater-Management/SGMAGroundwater-Management

Homepage:

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov

CEDEN:

http://www.ceden.org/

Stormwater Resource Plan Guidance:
Impaired Water Bodies:
GAMA:

Regional Water Quality
Control Plans (Basin Plans)

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/swgp
/docs/prop1/swrp_finalguidelines_dec2015.pdf
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/rwqcb5/water_issues/tmdl/impaired_wate
rs_list/
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/gama

All Regions:

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/plans_policies/

California State Clearinghouse
Handbook:

http://opr.ca.gov/docs/SCH_Handbook_2012.pdf

CEQA
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Climate Change Information
DWR Accessory Climate Change
Guidance for IRWM:

https://water.ca.gov/-/media/DWR-Website/Web-Pages/Programs/AllPrograms/Climate-Change-Program/Files/IRWM-Climate-Change-AccessoryGuidance.pdf

AB 32 Scoping Plan:

http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scopingplan.htm

California Climate Change Portal:
Safeguarding California: Reducing
Climate Risk:
California Climate Adaptation
Planning Guide:
Sea Level Rise Guidance:
Cal-Adapt:

Department of Industrial
Relations
Labor Compliance Programs:

Department of Industrial Relations
Public Works Manual:

Tribal Consultation
STATE

http://www.climatechange.ca.gov/

http://resources.ca.gov/climate/safeguarding/

http://resources.ca.gov/climate/safeguarding/local-action/

http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/ftp/pdf/agenda_items/20180314/Item3_
Exhibit-A_OPC_SLR_Guidance-rd3.pdf
http://cal-adapt.org/

http://www.dir.ca.gov/lcp.asp

http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/PWManualCombined.pdf

California Native American Heritage
Commission:

http://www.nahc.ca.gov/

Office of Planning and Research
Tribal & CEQA Resources:

http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/updates/ab-52/

Governor's Tribal Advisor Office:
TRIBAL

Karuk Tribal Consultation Policy:
Rincon Band of Luiseño Indians
Consultation Ordinance:
FEDERAL

http://tribalgovtaffairs.ca.gov/

http://www.karuk.us/images/docs/hr-files/18-0405_consultation_policy_FINAL_clean.pdf

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/db3091_ca0215dd0fe14939bf25c156c7354f
c2.pdf

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Tribal
Consultation Handbook:

U.S. Census Bureau

http://www.fws.gov/carlsbad/TribalRelations/Tribal_Consultation_Handboo
k_2013.pdf

Homepage:

http://www.census.gov

American Community Survey:

DAC Reports and Studies
DAC Reports and Studies:

Sierra Nevada Conservancy
SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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Watershed Improvement Program:

http://restorethesierra.org

APPENDIX B
DEFINITIONS

Acquisition – obtaining an interest in real property including easements, leases, water, water rights,
or interest in water obtained for the purposes of instream flows and development rights.
Agricultural Water Supplier – a water supplier, either publicly or privately owned, provided water
to 10,000 or more irrigated acres, excluding the acreage that received recycled water; also
include a supplier or contractor for water regardless of the basis of right that distributes or
sells water for ultimate resale to customers (Water Code § 10608.12(a)).
Applicant – the entity that is formally submitting a grant application. This is the same entity that
would enter into an agreement with the State should the grant application be funded.
Application – the electronic submission to DWR that requests grant funding for a proposal that the
applicant intends to implement.
Basin – a groundwater basin or subbasin identified and defined in Bulletin 118 or modified pursuant
to Chapter 3 (commencing at §10722 of the Water Code).
Bulletin 118 – means “California’s Groundwater: Bulletin 118” updated in 2003, as it may be
subsequently update or revised in accordance with Water Code § 12924.
California Native American Tribe – the term “state Indian tribes” (Water Code §79712(a)) means
Indigenous Communities of California, which are on the contact list maintained by the Native
American Heritage Commission, including those that are federally non-recognized and
federally recognized, and those with allotment lands, regardless of whether they own those
lands. Additionally, because some water bodies and Tribal boundaries cross State borders, this
term may include Indigenous Communities in Oregon, Nevada, and Arizona that are impacted
by water in California.
Component – multiple components can collectively makeup a single proposal/project to achieve the
proposed objective. For example, a proposed planning proposal/project could include
components to 1) install a monitoring well for identifying data gaps; 2) install weather stations
in a stream for identifying data gaps; and 3) completing development of a GSP, including data
results from the previous components.
Disadvantaged Area – refers to the collective group of severely disadvantaged communities,
disadvantaged communities, and economically distressed areas.
Disadvantaged Community – a community with an annual median household income that is less
than 80% of the Statewide annual median household income (Public Resources Code §
80002(e)).
Economically Distressed Area – a municipality with a population of 20,000 persons or less, a rural
county, or a reasonably isolated and divisible segment of a larger municipality where the
segment of the population is 20,000 persons or less, with an annual median household income
that is less than 85% of the Statewide median household income, and with one or more of the
following conditions as determined by the department: (1) financial hardship, (2)
Unemployment rate at least 2% higher than the Statewide average, or (3) low population
density. (Water Code §79702(k))
Federally Recognized Indian Tribes – means a federally recognized Tribe is an American Indian or
Alaska Native Tribal entity that is recognized as having a government-to-government
relationship with the United States, with the responsibilities, powers, limitations, and
obligations attached to that designation, and is eligible for funding and services from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (Bureau of Indian Affairs).
Governing Body – means the legislative body of a groundwater sustainability agency.
Grantee – a grant recipient.
SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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Groundwater – refers to water beneath the surface of the earth within the zone below the water
table in which the soil is completely saturated with water but does not include water that flows
in known and definite channels.
Groundwater Recharge – the augmentation of groundwater, by natural or artificial means.
Groundwater Sustainability Agency – means one or more local agencies that implement the
provisions of this part. For purposes of imposing fees pursuant to Chapter 8 (commencing with
§10730) or acting to enforce a groundwater sustainability plan, “groundwater sustainability
agency” also means each local agency comprising the groundwater sustainability agency if the
plan authorizes separate agency action (Water Code § 10721(j)).
Groundwater Sustainability Plan – a plan of a groundwater sustainability agency proposed or
adopted pursuant to this part (Water Code § 10721(j)).
In-Kind Contributions – work performed by the Grantee that furthers the scope of the grant, the
cost of which is considered local cost share in-lieu of actual funds from the Grantee.
Integrated Watershed Management – A coordinated effort among agencies and organizations to
manage watersheds or groundwater basins for sustainability.
Land Subsidence – Land subsidence is a gradual settling or sudden sinking of the Earth’s surface
due to movement of earth materials. (United States Geological Service Fact Sheet-165-00
December 2000)
Local Cost Share – non-State fund portion of cost share made available by the applicant to assist in
financing a project which can include in-kind-services directly related to the scope of work
presented in the grant proposal. Local cost share expenses must meet the definition of
reimbursable cost listed below and be incurred after the local cost share eligibility date
specified in the individual PSPs. Local cost share may also include expenses, including in-kind
services, incurred by a State agency, if the expenses are not otherwise funded by State funds.
Mutual Water Company – a private corporation or association organized for the purposes of
delivering water to its stockholders and members at cost, including use of works for
conserving, treating, and reclaiming water (Public Utilities Code §§ 2725-2729).
Nonprofit Organization – any nonprofit corporation qualified to do business in California and
qualified under § 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. (Public Resources Code § 80002(j);
Water Code § 79702(p))
Overdraft – the condition of the groundwater basin or aquifer where the average annual amount of
water extracted exceeds the average annual supply of water to a basin or aquifer.
Project and Proposal – for purposes of the Guidelines and PSPs, these two terms are
interchangeable and refers to all the supporting documentation submitted that details the
Project and actions that are proposed for funding pursuant to an application for a grant. The
application will describe a single proposal/project. However, each application can contain
multiple components that collectively makeup a single proposal/project.
Proposition 1 – “Water Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014” passed by
California voters on November 4, 2014, and as set forth in Division 26.7 of the Water Code.
Proposition 68 – “California Drought, Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal Protection, and Outdoor Access
For All Act of 2018”, and as set forth in Division 45 of the Public Resources Code.
Public Agency – any State agency or department, special district, joint powers authority, city,
county, city and county, or other political subdivision of the State (Water Code § 79702(s)).
Public Utility – as defined in Public Utilities Code §216.
Recharge Area – the area that supplies water to an aquifer in a groundwater basin.
Reimbursable Costs – costs that may be repaid by State grant funds. Reimbursable costs must be
incurred after the effective date listed for the specific solicitation in the PSP, and may include
the reasonable costs of engineering, design, land and easement, legal fees, preparation of
SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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environmental documentation, environmental mitigation, and project implementation including
administrative costs and incidental costs directly related to the funded project.
Costs that are not reimbursable with grant funding include, but are not limited to:
a. Costs for preparing and filing a grant application
b. Costs associated with the formation of a GSA(s)
c. Costs associated with training, tuition, conferences, workshops, and forum attendance
d. Operation and maintenance costs, including post construction project performance and
monitoring costs
e. Purchase of equipment not an integral part of the project
f.

Establishing a reserve fund

g. Purchase of water supplies
h. Replacement of existing funding sources for ongoing programs
i.

Support of existing punitive regulatory agency requirements and/or mandates in
response to negligent behavior

j.

Purchase of land in excess of the minimum required acreage necessary to operate as
an integral part of the project, as set forth and detailed by engineering and feasibility
studies or acquisition of land by eminent domain

k. Overhead not directly related to project costs
l.

Meals, food items, or refreshments

m. Costs associated with travel
n. Indirect costs: “Indirect Costs” means those costs that are incurred for a common or
joint purpose benefiting more than one cost objective and are not readily assignable to
the funded project (i.e., costs that are not directly related to the funded project).
“Indirect Costs” includes, but is not limited to, conferences, workshops, forums,
training, and tuition.
Reimbursement Methods – Grantees can invoice DWR by one of two methods, which include Cost
Share
Drawdown or Concurrent Drawdown, explained here:
1. Funding Share Drawdown: the standard method of reimbursement, in which the Grantee must
report all required local cost share funds for a budget category before reimbursement will be
processed for that budget category.
2. Concurrent Drawdown: Grantee can request reimbursement and report local cost share funds
simultaneously at a pre-set ratio (i.e., X% reimbursement and Y% local cost share funds) for
a budget category.
Scoring Criteria – set of requirements used by DWR to evaluate a proposal for a given program or
for funding.
Selection Panel – group of DWR representatives at the supervisory or management level assembled
to review and consider proposal evaluations and scores developed by the Technical Reviewers
and to make initial funding recommendations. Other agencies, such as the SWRCB or Regional
Water Quality Control Board, representatives at the supervisory or management level may
also be invited to participate on the Selection Panel.
Severely Disadvantaged Community – is a community with a median household income of less
than 60% of the Statewide average. (Public Resources Code § 80002(n)).
Stormwater – according to the SWRCB’s SWRP Guidelines, stormwater is the temporary surface
water runoff and drainage generated by immediately preceding storms.
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Stormwater and Dry Weather Runoff Capture – according to the SWRCB’s SWRP Guidelines,
stormwater and dry weather runoff capture is defined as to intercept, store, manage, and use
stormwater and dry weather runoff, thereby reducing the volume of runoff exiting a site.
Sustainable Groundwater Management – the management and use of groundwater, in a manner
that can be maintained during the planning and implementation horizon without causing
undesirable results.
Technical Reviewers – a group of DWR representatives assembled to evaluate the technical
competence of a proposed project and the feasibility of the project being successful if
implemented. Other agencies, such as SWRCB or the regional water quality control boards,
representatives may also be invited to participate as technical reviewers.
Undesirable Result – one or more of the following effects caused by groundwater conditions
occurring throughout the basin (Water Code § 10721(w)):
1. Chronic lowering of groundwater levels indicating a significant and unreasonable depletion
of supply if continued over the planning and implementation horizon. Overdraft during a
period of drought is not sufficient to establish a chronic lowering of groundwater levels if
extractions and recharge are managed as necessary to ensure that reductions in
groundwater levels or storage during a period of drought are offset by increases in
groundwater levels or storage during other periods.
2. Significant and unreasonable reduction of groundwater storage.
3. Significant and unreasonable seawater intrusion.
4. Significant and unreasonable degraded water quality, including the migration of
contaminant plumes that impair water supplies.
5. Significant and unreasonable land subsidence that substantially interferes with surface land
uses.
6. Depletions of interconnected surface water that have significant and unreasonable adverse
impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water.
Urban Water Supplier – supplier, either publicly or privately owned, that provides water for
municipal purposes, either directly or indirectly, to more than 3,000 customers or supplying
more than 3,000 acre-feet of water annually (Water Code § 10617).
Water Quality – refers to the chemical, physical, biological, and radiological characteristics of water.
It is a measure of the condition of water relative to the requirements of one or more biotic
species and/or any human need or purpose. Temperature, turbidity, pH, dissolved oxygen,
flow levels, and/or depth to groundwater alone or combined does not constitute water quality
monitoring for CEDEN and/or GAMA. Certain physical and chemical properties of water quality
monitoring may not require a monitoring plan.
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APPENDIX C
NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBE NOTIFICATION
Public Resources Code § 21080.3.1 requires the CEQA lead agency to consider project effects on
Tribal cultural resources and to conduct consultation with California Native American Tribes. DWR
recommends using the Office of Planning and Research’s (OPR) procedures for Tribal consultation for
General Plans and Specific Plans as guidance to meeting the Native American Tribe Notification
requirement. The notification processes a lead agency uses may include the following steps:
 Determine if the proposed project is a project under CEQA.
 If the project will use a negative declaration or an Environmental Impact Report to comply with
CEQA and the CEQA document was not adopted by March 1, 2009, Tribal notification is required
prior to adoption of the CEQA document.
 To determine which Tribes may have traditional lands located within the project area, send a
request to the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) using the NAHC request form which
can be found at the following link: http://nahc.ca.gov/resources/forms/. Expect a reply within 30
days.
 Once Tribal information from NAHC is received, notify Tribes of the project nature and project
location.
 Allow Tribes 90 days to reply to the notification.
 Solicit input from Tribes that respond to the notification.
 Consider Tribal input to the project prior to adoption of a Negative Declaration or Environmental
Impact Report.
The above notification process follows OPR’s procedures for Tribal consultation for General Plans and
Specific Plans. Further information on Tribal consultation can be found at the following link:
http://www.opr.ca.gov/ceqa/updates/ab-52/
Contact information for the NAHC is as follows:
Tribal Advisor
Office of Governor Gavin Newsom
Executive Secretary, Native American Heritage Commission
1550 Harbor Blvd. Suite 100
West Sacramento, California 95691
(916) 373-3710
(916) 373-5471
nahc@nahc.ca.gov
http://nahc.ca.gov/
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APPENDIX D
DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES, ECONOMICALLY DISTRESSED AREAS, AND
SEVERELY DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES
The American Community Survey (ACS) of the U.S. Census provides a dataset than can be used as a
source to estimate a community’s median household income (MHI). The most recent and most
comprehensive data available is for the 5-year period of 2013–2017. The ACS data gives estimates of
MHI for different census geographies, such as for states, counties, census places (incorporated cities
and unincorporated towns), census tracts, and census block groups. Using the ACS data for the years
2012-2016, 80% of the Statewide MHI is $51,026. For additional information on the ACS at the link
listed in Appendix A.
DWR has developed a tool which utilizes the most current ACS data to show the location and
boundaries of DACs and SDACs in the State, at the census place, tract, and block group level. The
tool allows users to view different geographies or combinations of geographies, using different base
maps and to zoom in to various scales. The DAC tool can be found at the following link:
https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans/mapping-tools. For individuals with
Geographic Information System (GIS) capabilities, also provided at this link are GIS files representing
the ACS data (and DAC status) for the three census geographies.
DWR will update the MHI values and the DAC tool as updated ACS data sets become available.
Therefore, potential applicants should check the DAC website prior to submitting a grant application
to verify that current information is being used.
The applicant may use ACS data at the census place, census tract, or census block group geography
levels to show whether a project serves a DAC, based on what geography is the most representative
for that community. For DACs, the allowable alternative geographies are, respectively:
Alternative Geography
The project serves an area that is contained within a census place for which
the MHI is less than
The project serves an area that is contained within one or more census
tracts and the MHI of each census tract is less than
The project serves an area that is inscribed within one or more census block
groups and the MHI of each block group is less than
The project serves an area that is inscribed in one or more census tracts or
block groups and some (but not all) of the census tracts or block groups
have an MHI of less than

DAC

80% of
the
statewide
MHI*

If a project serves a DAC or SDAC and is divided among several contiguous census tracts or block
groups, and some of the project area tracts or block groups do not meet the DAC or SDAC criterion,
the project will be considered a DAC project for the purpose of waiving cost share requirements in
proportion to the population served that meets the DAC criterion. For some projects, it may be more
appropriate to use the project cost or area served as the basis for proportioning the project into
DAC/non-DAC or SDAC/non-SDAC segments, for instance, when there are differences in population
density or in project costs to serve different segments of the project population. Similar rationales will
be used for evaluating whether a project serves a SDAC for the purposes of ensure that at least 10%
of the SGM Grant Program funding is made available to projects that serve SDACs (See Section II.A).
In cases where the ACS 5-year survey data do not support a community as a DAC or SDAC, DWR will
consider use of other data that show the community is a DAC. For instance, use of third party survey
data that supports the population served by the project has an MHI of less than DAC or SDAC MHI. In
these instances, please contact DWR for a determination of how alternate data may be used to
determine whether a community is a DAC.
The EDA definition attempts to capture disadvantaged communities that have a state median
household income between 80 and 85 percent of the statewide annual MHI. While EDA definition is
SGM Grant Program 2019 Guidelines
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similar to the DAC definition in utilizing state MHI as a determining factor, the EDA definition also
includes other factors such as financial hardship, unemployment and population density.
DWR has developed the EDA Instructions and Mapping Tool to assist potential applicants in
determining whether the project is in or benefits an EDA. The Instructions that provide guidance on
defining the relevant terms contained in the EDA definition and the current comprehensive data
available for evaluating those terms; the Mapping Tool provides a user-friendly means to assess
whether the area in question is an EDA.
The EDA Mapping Tool presents the different levels of geography, which include counties, census
places (incorporated cities and unincorporated towns), census tracts, and census block groups and
can be found at the following link: https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans/mappingtools
The applicant may use the data at the different geography levels to show whether a project serves an
EDA, based on what geography is the most representative for the project location/benefit area. For
individuals with GIS capabilities also provided at the above-referenced link are GIS files representing
the data and EDA status for the provided geographies.
In cases where the outlined data does not adequately portray the project benefit area (such as
census geography and the project area do not match), DWR will consider use of other data that
shows the appropriate criteria of an EDA. For example, income survey data may be used to support
the MHI of the project benefit area. In these instances, please contact DWR for a determination of
how alternate data may be used to demonstrate whether a project benefit area is an EDA.
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C ALIFORNIA N ATURAL R ESOUR CES A GENCY
D EPARTMENT OF W ATER R ESOU RCES
D IVISION OF R EGIONAL A SSISTANCE

DATE
Ms. Kelley List
California Department of Water Resources
Division of Regional Assistance
Financial Assistance Branch
901 P Street
P.O. Box 942836
Sacramento, CA 94236
Kelley.List@water.ca.gov
Subject:

Support for the White Wolf Subbasin Proposition 68 Sustainable Groundwater
Management Grant Application

Dear Ms. List:
As a landowner in the White Wolf Subbasin (hereinafter “Basin”), I would like to express my
support for the White Wolf Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA)’s application for
Sustainable Groundwater Management (SGM) Grant Round 3 funds supporting activities for
Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) development for the Basin.
I have attended public meetings related to Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA)
compliance efforts held by the GSA and learned about the process for GSP development. The GSA
has invited our input at public meetings of the GSA Board of Directors and has created a website
to share updates.
As one of the stakeholders that depends on the White Wolf Subbasin to meet my water supply
needs, I support the GSA’s application for State funding for GSP development efforts. I look
forward to continuing to participate in the GSP development process with the White Wolf GSA. I
encourage the SGM Grant Program to award the requested funds to allow for the development
of a robust GSP to set the Basin on a path to maintain sustainability.
Thank you for your prompt attention in this matter.
Sincerely,

On letterhead of partnering organization

DATE
Ms. Kelley List
California Department of Water Resources
Division of Regional Assistance
Financial Assistance Branch
901 P Street
P.O. Box 942836
Sacramento, CA 94236
Kelley.List@water.ca.gov
Subject:

Support for the White Wolf Subbasin Proposition 68 Sustainable Groundwater
Management Grant Application

Dear Ms. List:
I write on behalf of [your organization’s name] in support of the White Wolf Groundwater
Sustainability Agency (GSA) proposal to the Department of Water Resources (DWR) for a Sustainable
Groundwater Management (SGM) grant. If awarded, these grant funds will support additional
analyses associated with the development of a robust Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) for the
White Wolf Subbasin (DWR 5-022.18, hereinafter “Basin”). As active participants in the ongoing
effort to sustainably manage groundwater resources within the Basin, we strongly support this
application.
[organization name] is one of four entities that comprise the White Wolf GSA, together with ArvinEdison Water Storage District (AEWSD), Tejon-Castac Water District (TCWD), Wheeler Ridge
Maricopa Water Storage District (WRMWSD), and Kern County [please delete your organization’s
name from this list]. The entities comprising the GSA have a strong record of coordinated efforts,
including a successful basin boundary application approved by DWR in 2016, which created the White
Wolf Subbasin, successful petition to downgrade the basin to medium priority, successful joint
application for Proposition 1 (Round 2) Grant funding and subsequent grant administration, and
successful preliminary GSP development efforts to date. [please describe any additional ongoing or
past effort, involvement or role in groundwater management your community, previous successful
relationships with the other GSA entities in the Basin]. We intend to build on this success to develop
a comprehensive GSP for the Basin that will set us on a path to demonstrate sustainability by 2042.
We acknowledge [organization name]’s roles and responsibilities in the GSP development process,
and those specifically required by the SGM Grant Program. In the event that this proposal is funded,
we will: (1) actively participate in the activities outlined in this proposal’s Work Plan, including grant
administration; (2) provide our portion of the cost share for this grant, as in-kind and financial
contributions; (3) coordinate with the other entities to fulfill all grant requirements. [Here you can
list other contributions you may wish to communicate]

We encourage the SGM Grant Program to award the funds requested in this proposal to support the
additional analyses identified for the development of a comprehensive GSP for the Basin.
Sincerely,
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF THE
WHITE WOLF GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY
IN THE MATTER OF:

RESOLUTION NO. 2019-01

Authorizing Filing Application for Proposition 68 Grant for
Groundwater Sustainability Plan Development Activities
Resolved by the White Wolf Groundwater Sustainability Agency, that application be made to the
California Department of Water Resources to obtain a grant under the 2019 Sustainable
Groundwater Management (SGM) Grant Program Planning – Round 3 Grant pursuant to the Water
Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014 (Proposition 1) (Wat. Code, § 79700
et seq.) and/or the California Drought, Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal Protection, and Outdoor
Access For All Act of 2018 (Proposition 68) (Pub. Resources Code, § 80000 et seq.), and that the
Tejon-Castac Water District be designated to enter into an agreement with DWR on behalf of the
White Wolf Groundwater Sustainability Agency to receive a grant for the: GSP Development
Activities in the White Wolf Subbasin. The Secretary of Tejon-Castac Water District, or designee is
hereby authorized and directed to prepare the necessary data, conduct investigations, file such
application, and execute a grant agreement with California Department of Water Resources. Passed
and adopted at a meeting of the White Wolf Groundwater Sustainability Agency on the 1 day of
October 2019.
Authorized Original Signature: ______________________________
Printed Name: __________________________________________
Title: __________________________________________________
Clerk/Secretary: _________________________________________

All the foregoing being on motion of insert, seconded by insert, and authorized by the following
vote, to wit:
AYES: #
NOES: #
ABSTAIN: #
ABSENT:
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing resolution is a full, true, and correct copy of a resolution duly
and regularly adopted by said Board of Directors at a meeting of the White Wolf Groundwater
Sustainability Agency held on the 1st day of October 2019.
WITNESS my hand and seal of said Board of Directors the 1st day of October 2019.
__________________________________
Secretary of the Board of Directors
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White Wolf Groundwater
Sustainability Agency

Arvin-Edison Water Storage District
Tejon-Castac Water District
Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Storage District
Kern County

AGENDA MEMORANDUM

Date:

27 September 2019

To:

Board of Directors, White Wolf Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA)

From: Angelica Martin, Secretary, White Wolf GSA
Item:

7. Discuss and consider approval of remaining EKI Task Order tasks

SUMMARY
Recommendation:

Approve Tasks 3 and 4 of EKI Environment and Water, Inc. (EKI)’s Task Order to
develop a Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP)

Fiscal Impact:

GSA cost match of $171,793 of approved Proposition 1 Grant budget

BACKGROUND
On 11 April 2018, the Board approved Tasks 1, 2 and 5 of EKI’s Task Order. The Board decided to approve
only portions of EKI’s Task Order as the GSA was simultaneously pursuing efforts to change the White
Wolf Subbasin (WWB) status to Low Priority. If the request to the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) had been successful, the WWB would no longer be mandated to submit a GSP.
DISCUSSION
On 4 January 2019, DWR released the final basin prioritizations, in which the WWB was prioritized as
Medium. Therefore, the GSA is still required to submit a GSP by January 2022. Task 3 “Develop
Sustainability Management Criteria” and Task 4 “Prepare and Submit GSP” are required next steps for GSP
completion.
Based on discussions with EKI, approval of Tasks 3 and 4 is preferred at this time because certain tasks
can be more efficiently completed if coupled with the evaluation that will be conducted pursuant to
already approved scope items. For example, Task 3 Develop Sustainable Management Criteria (SMCs)
should be conducted concurrently with Task 2 subtask 2.5 entitled “Assess Existing Monitoring Programs
& Develop SGMA-Compliant Monitoring Network” as minimum thresholds, measurable objectives, and
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interim milestones developed under Task 3 will be set in the monitoring network established for the GSP.
It will be important to examine both these tasks concurrently to prevent duplicative work efforts.
Attached:
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EKI’s Task Order – Table 2 Cost Estimate to Develop a Groundwater Sustainability Plan
Chapter

TABLE 2
COST ESTIMATE TO DEVELOP A GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY PLAN CHAPTER
Tejon-Castac Water District
EKI B8-045

Task
Task 1 - Conduct Preliminary GSP Development Efforts
Subtask 1.1 Provide Initial Notification of GSP Development
Subtask 1.2 Select or Design Data Management System
(DMS)
Subtask 1.3 Gather Available Data and Compile into DMS
Subtask 1.4 Compile Information on the Plan Area and Basin
Management Activities
Subtask 1.5 Conduct Data Gaps Assessment
Subtask 1.6 Evaluate Numerical Groundwater Modeling
Options
Subtask 1.7 Update GSP Development Funding Plan
Subtask 1.8 Develop Stakeholder Communication and
Engagement Plan
Subtask 1.9 Conduct Stakeholder Engagement Related to
GSP Foundation
Subtask 1.10 Participate in Intrabasin & Interbasin
Coordination Efforts
Task 2 - Develop Basin Setting Information
Subtask 2.1 Implement Plan for Filling Data Gaps Needed
for GSP Preparation
Subtask 2.2 Assess Groundwater Conditions & Develop
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model
Subtask 2.3 Coordinate Regarding C2VSim Modeling
Subtask 2.4 Develop Basin-Wide Water Budget
Subtask 2.5 Assess Existing Monitoring Programs & Develop
SGMA-Compliant Monitoring Network
Subtask 2.6 Conduct Stakeholder Engagement Related to
Basin Characterization and Analysis
Subtask 2.7 Implement GSP Development Funding Plan
Subtask 2.8 Participate in Intrabasin & Interbasin
Coordination Efforts
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Total Budget
$134,282

Grant
Reimbursable
Amount (a)
$77,133

White Wolf
GSA Amount
$57,149

$1,761

$1,002

$759

$8,688

$4,943

$3,745

$13,233

$7,803

$5,430

$11,209

$6,560

$4,649

$33,387

$19,270

$14,117

$10,654

$6,062

$4,592

$5,426

$3,087

$2,339

$15,827

$9,005

$6,822

$6,856

$3,901

$2,955

$27,242

$15,500

$11,742

$292,614

$119,964

$172,650

$83,217

$0

$83,217

$40,879

$23,806

$17,073

$12,630
$74,233

$7,186
$42,329

$5,444
$31,904

$29,822

$17,150

$12,672

$13,711

$7,802

$5,910

$1,340

$762

$577

$36,783

$20,929

$15,854

EKI Environment & Water, Inc.
B8-045

TABLE 2
COST ESTIMATE TO DEVELOP A GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY PLAN CHAPTER
Tejon-Castac Water District
EKI B8-045

Task
Task 3 - Develop Sustainable Management Criteria
Subtask 3.1 Evaluate Potential Management Areas
Subtask 3.2 Develop Sustainable Management Criteria
Subtask 3.3 Identify Projects and Management Actions
Subtask 3.4 Create GSP Implementation Plan
Subtask 3.5 Finalize Monitoring Network & Protocols
Subtask 3.6 Conduct Stakeholder Engagement Related to
Sustainability Planning
Subtask 3.7 Implement GSP Development Funding Plan
Subtask 3.8 Participate in Intrabasin & Interbasin
Coordination Efforts
Task 4 - Prepare and Submit GSP
Subtask 5.1 Compile Complete Draft GSP
Subtask 5.2 Distribute Draft GSP and Revise per Stakeholder
Feedback
Subtask 5.3 Submit Final GSP to DWR
Subtask 5.4 Participate in Intrabasin & Interbasin
Coordination Efforts
Task 5 - Project Management and Grant Administration
Subtask 5.1 Proposition 1 Grant Management,
Administration, and Reporting
Subtask 5.2 Project Management
Subtask 5.3 Quality Assurance/Quality Control

TOTAL

Total Budget
$254,542
$6,947
$76,265
$56,200
$33,713
$29,584

Grant
Reimbursable
Amount (a)
$126,514
$3,998
$43,713
$32,295
$0
$17,015

White Wolf
GSA Amount
$128,028
$2,949
$32,553
$23,904
$33,713
$12,569

$13,711

$7,802

$5,910

$1,340

$762

$577

$36,783

$20,929

$15,854

$102,174
$27,535

$58,409
$15,940

$43,765
$11,595

$23,596

$13,426

$10,170

$1,622

$923

$699

$49,421

$28,120

$21,301

$85,731

$48,871

$36,860

$27,693

$15,757

$11,936

$48,483
$9,556

$27,586
$5,528

$20,897
$4,028

$869,343

$430,891

$438,452

Abbreviations:
C2VSim = California Central Valley Groundwater-Surface Water Simulation Model
DMS = Data Management System
DWR = California Department of Water Resources
GSA = Groundwater Sustainability Agency
GSP = Groundwater Sustainability Plan
HCM = Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model
Notes:
(a) Assumes full funding of the White Wolf GSA's Proposition 1 grant as recommended by DWR on
6 February 2018.
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EKI Environment & Water, Inc.
B8-045
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White Wolf Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Agency
Correspondence List
a) Email from Angelica Martin to Patty Poire, Kern Groundwater Authority and Mike Maley, Todd
Groundwater, “White Wolf GSA / C2VSim” requesting model results, 9 August 2019.
b) Email from Angelica Martin to Patty Poire, Kern Groundwater Authority and Mike Maley, Todd
Groundwater, “White Wolf GSA / C2VSim” requesting model files, 12 September 2019.
c) Email from Angelica Martin to Patty Poire, Kern Groundwater Authority and Mike Maley, Todd
Groundwater, included Anona, “White Wolf GSA / C2VSim” follow-up to prior email requesting
model files, 26 September 2019.

